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Sen. Hatch hopeful for
future alternative energy

try’s dependence on other countries.
Of this money being spent, Hatch asked,
“Why wouldn’t we want to spend it here
domestically, so we can keep it home?”
One way to keep the money domestic is by
The U.S. relies too heavily on other
creating alternate sources of energy. Hatch
countries’ sources of fossil fuel, and finding
said the Energy Policy Act of 2005 was enactalternative energy sources is
ed to create a market of
one way to break that depenincentives for alternative
“We’ve got to
dence, Sen. Orrin Hatch said
energy in the United
Thursday.
wake up around
States instead of a gov“We’ve got to wake up
here.
We
have
to
ernment mandate. Hatch
around here. We have to be
said the market is “the
be
energy
indeenergy independent or we’ll
be dependent on the world,”
pendent or we’ll be most powerful engine.”
He said the act was
Hatch said during his keynote
dependent on the
also
placed to make sure
speech for the Huntsman
world.”
tax
payers
were getting
School of Business’ first
– Sen. Orrin Hatch the “bang for their buck,”
Renewable Energy, Cleantech
to make sure incentives
and Sustainable Business
to use alternate energy
Seminar.
sources
were
scaled
to
meet the level of the
Hatch discussed energy security, which
benefit and as a way of solving the chicken
he separated into two categories: the use of
and egg of alternative fuel. He said the “chicktransportation fuels and generation of elecen and egg” looks at several key parts involved
tricity.
SEN. ORRIN HATCH visited campus Wednesday to speak to students as part of the Huntsman
The U.S. spends about $700 billion offshore
- See FUEL, page 3
Business School’s Renewable Energy, Cleantech and Sustainable Business Seminar. CODY GOCHNOUR photo for oil, Hatch said, demonstrating the counBy RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN
news editor

Students
to remodel
local home
By CHELSEY GENSEL
news senior writer

A Cache Valley family will
have their home refurbished
and landscaped April 10 by
USU’s version of Extreme
Makeover: Home Edition.
The HURD and USU athletics committee organized the
renovation with the help of
community businesses, and
invite students to participate
in the project, which will begin
at 6 a.m. and go until it is complete.
Called “Meet the
Challenge,” the project was
the result of an effort to do a
service project in which student-athletes could interact
with the local community outside of the university, ASUSU
athletics committee Service
Chair Megan Darrington said.
Darrington said her role as
service chair involves planning
and executing service projects
that involve students and student-athletes so they have the
opportunity to “get to know
each other better through service.”
ASUSU Athletics Vice
President Jeremy Winn said
that after securing community
sponsors and some planning,
the committee took nominations and selected the selfnominated Kent family. The
Kents – Emily, Mikal and their
four children – were living in
a townhouse that made it difficult to address the needs of

Male students fundraise in women’s shoes
By BECCA SEARLE
staff writer

Men in high heels and pink shirts
marched around campus on Wednesday.
For a whole mile, they shouted and
walked, holding buckets and purses.
They held up signs protesting sexual
abuse. They were participating in
Walk-a-Mile-in-Her-Shoes, an aware-

ness and fundraising event hosted by
SAAVI (Sexual Assault and Anti-violence
Information).
The event was created to “take a
stand against rape, sexual assault and
gender violence by walking a mile in
heels,” the SAAVI Web site stated.
Walk-a-Mile-in-Her-Shoes was
started nine years ago by Frank Baird, a
clinical supervisor at the Valley Trauma
Center in Van Nuys, Calif. Baird wanted

to create an event to raise sexual-assault
awareness.
Baird said, “I wanted to increase the
opportunities for men to contribute to
efforts to make the world safer. Men are
hurt and angered when women they care
about are raped.”
Walkers started in the Taggart

- See SAAVI, page 3

their 5-year-old son, who was
diagnosed with hydrocephalus
and is now in a wheelchair.
Winn said the family was
able to sell the townhouse
and move into a house in
Smithfield that’s more appropriate for their circumstances,
but it needs some work.
According to Darrington,
the renovation will include carpeting and flooring, a closet
remodel, painting, repairing
a swing set and landscaping
including a garden and planting grass, among other things.
There will also be some local
artists participating by painting pictures on some walls, she
said.
Students can register to
volunteer in two-hour shifts at
usu.edu/hurd, individually or
with their club or other group.
The address of the home is
444 E. 180 South Smithfield.
Darrington said volunteers
who register will receive a map
to the location as well as a Tshirt and breakfast, lunch or
dinner, depending on the shift
they are working.
However, students do not
have to register to volunteer.
“If students want to just show
up and volunteer to help,
they are more than welcome,”
Darrington said.
Winn said they expect to
finish the renovation around 6
p.m. where they plan to reveal
the finished product.
“The student-athletes,

- See REMODEL, page 3
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IN HIGH HEELS, a group of USU male students walk a mile around campus to raise awareness for rape, sexual assault and gender violence. PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo
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ClarifyCorrect
The policy of The Utah Statesman is
to correct any error made as soon as
possible. If you find something you
would like clarified or find unfair,
please contact the editor at 797-1762
or TSC 105.

Defendant blames fellow teen in N.Y. stabbing

RIVERHEAD, N.Y. (AP) – A Long
ecutors say were strolling around town wasn’t a friend of his. That’s probably
hate crime charges related to the killIsland teenager accused of stabbing an
looking for targets. The teens began
the most unbelievable part of this
ing and is awaiting trial.
immigrant to death testified Thursday yelling ethnic slurs and approached the thing that after seeing these people for
During the prosecution phase of the
that an acquaintance he had just met
men. One of the teens punched Lucero
a couple of hours that he’s going to go
trial, two police officers and another of
delivered the fatal blow and insisted he in the face. Within moments, Lucero
out on a limb to do something like this the teens involved in the killing testiwasn’t even carrying a knife the night
and his friend were swinging their
and admit to stabbing this guy?”
fied that Conroy had admitted to being
of the killing, despite admitting the
belts in self-defense and began to purOverton has pleaded not guilty to
the one who inflicted the final blow.
crime to police.
sue the teens to a parking lot.
Jeffrey Conroy, 19, was called as the
Conroy testified that at one point,
first defense witness, and proceeded
co-defendant Christopher Overton told
NEW YORK (AP) – Kate
him he had stabbed Lucero.
Gosselin is launching a series that to deny that he inflicted a fatal stab
wound on Ecuadorean immigrant
“He said, ‘Jeff, I think I just stabbed
will profile
Marcelo Lucero on a Patchogue, N.Y.,
the guy in the shoulder,’” Conroy said
everyday
street in November 2008. He claimed
Overton told him. “’I really could get
women facing
he took the blame for the killing out
in trouble for this. Can you please take
personal chalof kindness to a teenager he met hours
the knife? I only nicked him and I’ll
lenges.
earlier.
promise you he’s not hurt.’”
“Twist of
He is one of seven teenagers charged
Conroy said Overton had told him
Kate” will folin the case, but the only one accused
earlier in the night that he had a burlow the reality
of murder and manslaughter as a hate
glary conviction in a case where the
star and superKATE GOSSELIN crime and other charges because prosehomeowner was killed and could not
mom as she
cutors say he delivered the fatal wound. afford further trouble with the police.
visits the homes and workplaces
Prosecutors say the killing was the
He also testified that the two had just
of her subjects, where she will
exchange insights for living. The culmination of an ongoing campaign of met that night.
violence by the teens against Hispanics.
“I felt bad for him,” Conroy testified
12-episode season will premiere
on cross-examination, adding he trustin late summer, the TLC network Since the killing, the U.S. Department
of Justice has opened an investigation
ed Overton when he claimed Lucero
said Thursday.
into hate crimes on eastern Long Island had not been seriously hurt. “I figured
The single mother of young
and the police response to such cases.
he only scratched him.”
twins and sextuplets, Gosselin
State Supreme Court Justice Robert
Overton’s mother and his attorney
will also revisit her family life for
W. Doyle had previously ruled that
were in the courtroom to hear Conroy’s
a series of “Kate Plus 8” specials
Conroy could not testify that another
claims and derided the accusations
beginning in June.
teen had stabbed Lucero, but amended after the testimony concluded.
that ruling Thursday morning. He said
“It’s horrible. It’s absolutely horthe testimony was permissible to show
rible and I know it’s not true,” Denise
jurors Conroy’s state of mind when he
Overton said.
was
questioned
by
police.
Attorney Paul Gianelli said Conroy
EPA tightens rules on
Lucero, 37, was walking with a
was attempting to scapegoat his client. JEFFREY CONROY, foreground, and other teens accused in a fatal attack on a
Hispanic immigrant, are led out of the Fifth Precinct in Patchogue, N.Y. Conroy, testipesticide linked to death friend near the Patchogue train sta“It just strains common sense. You
fying Thursday, April 8, in his own defense against charges of murder and manslaughtion
near
midnight
when
they
were
cannot
say
that
with
a
straight
face,”
SALT LAKE CITY (AP)
ter as a hate crime. AP photo
confronted by the teenagers, who pros- Gianelli told reporters. “This guy
– Federal officials have moved
quickly to clamp down on the use
of potent rodent-killing pesticides
after one was linked to the deaths
of two Utah girls earlier this year.
MONTCOAL, W.Va. (AP) – Dangerous gases
said Kevin Stricklin of the Mine Health and Safety
the mine around 7 p.m., after crews finished drilling
The U.S. Environmental
forced rescue crews to abandon the search Thursday
Administration. “We couldn’t let the rescue teams
a hole was to allow fresh air in. Officials weren’t sure
Protection Agency said aluminum for four coal miners missing since an explosion
underground any longer based on the readings.”
what caused the gas levels to rise but said it could
and magnesium fumigants can no killed 25 colleagues in the worst U.S. mining disaster
The rescuers made it to within about 500 feet of
have been a drop in barometric pressure as a storm
longer be used near homes. The
in more than two decades.
an airtight chamber with four days worth of food,
rolled in.
agency added other regulations
Rescuers had been working their way through the water and oxygen where they hoped the miners
The rescue crews were leaving their equipment
about where they can be used out- Upper Big Branch mine by rail car and on foot early
might have sought refuge. They did not make it far
behind so they did not have to lug it back in with
side and what kinds of warnings
Thursday, but officials said they had to turn back
enough to see the bodies of the dead or determine if
them when they returned. They knew where the bodmust be posted when the fumigants because of an explosive mix of gases in the area they
anyone had made it to the chamber.
ies would be because rescuers made it that far after
are applied.
needed to search.
Stricklin acknowledged the evacuation was a setthe explosion Monday before gases forced them out
EPA officials said Thursday they
“We think they are in danger and that’s the
back. An executive with mine owner Massey Energy
of the mine.
had planned to review the pestiwhole intent of evacuating them from the mine,”
Co. said later that he hoped crews could get back into
Stricklin said the families of the dead and misscides in the coming years as part of
ing understood the need to pull rescuers out again.
normal procedures.
“It’s a roller coaster for these people,” Stricklin
said. “It’s very emotional. You can only imagine what
it would be like.”
Rescuers had already had to wait to enter the
David Letterman, April 9, 2010
mine until crews drilled holes deep into the earth to
Top 10 Thoughts going through
ventilate lethal carbon monoxide and highly exploevery accountant’s mind on April 15
sive hydrogen as well as methane gas, which has
10. ”If I see one more tax return,
been blamed for the explosion. The air quality was
i’m gonna jam a #2 pencil through
deemed safe enough early in the day for four teams
my eye.”
of eight members each to go on what officials were
9. ”I think my calculator is talking
still calling a rescue mission, but later tests showed
to me.”
the air was too dangerous to continue.
8. ”If I screw up, they go to jail, not
J. Christopher Adkins, chief operating officer of
me.”
Massey Energy Co., said at a briefing Thursday after7. ”Why didn’t I become something
noon that rescuers were angry they had to turn back.
exciting like a claims adjuster?”
He also described the scene when they went in.
6.” Should I wear the navy blue suit
“They see a horrendous explosion and a lot of
or the navy blue suit?”
destruction,” he said.
5. ”Get through today and then a
He also said that workers may have found an
364-day weekend.”
alternate route that will allow them to get to where
4. ”Who knew the bright-eyed
they need to be faster when they can safely go back
little boy I once was would grow
into the mine.
into such a bitter man with a soul
Once that happens, rescuers will have to walk
crushing job.”
through an area officials have described as strewn
3. ”Time to fake my death and
with bodies, twisted railroad track, shattered conmove to the Cayman Islands.”
crete block walls and vast amounts of dust. Each
2. ”Why did I waste time doing a
team member wears 30 pounds of breathing equipstupid Top Ten at Letterman?”
ment, lugs first-aid equipment and must try to see
A SIGN IS POSTED FOR MOTORISTS along Coal River Road Thursday, April 8, in Rock Creek, W.Va. On
1. ”This would be a lot easier if I
through total darkness with only a cap lamp to light
Monday 25 miners died in an explosion at nearby Massey Energy’s Upper Big Branch Coal Mine in Montcoal, W. Va.
was sober.”
the way.
AP photo
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Innovator shares success tips
By CATHERINE MEIDELL
assistant news editor

Successful innovation brings together a need
and a solution, said professor and entrepreneur
Karl Ulrich, speaker at Wednesday’s Dean’s convocation.
Ulrich is a professor at the Wharton School of
the University of Pennsylvania, teaching entrepreneurship and e-commerce. He is also responsible
for the creation of Gushers, a fruit snack made
by Betty Crocker, which has accumulated $6
billion in revenue. Over the course of Ulrich’s
career as an entrepreneur, he has been granted
20 patents for his innovative designs. His latest
success is his recently published book “Innovation
Tournaments” that he co-authored with Christian
Turwiesch. Ulrich said that though he has pursued
many business ventures and continues to do so, he
feels most at home in the classroom.
“Most of my best ideas for my research has
come out of the classroom,” Ulrich said.
Ulrich said “Innovation Tournaments” provides
trustworthy methods to become a successful innovator. Innovation tournaments contain three features, he said. The first feature requires the innovator to consider a large number of opportunities
so chances of success are high. The second feature
insists the innovator’s ideas go through some type
of filtering process, Ulrich said, and third, the best
product must be chosen depending on the results
the filtering process yields.
In addition to the three features, innovation
tournaments have four ways in which they contend with competing businesses, and he referred
to them as the “four levels on tournament.”
“If you do nothing else, generate more ideas,”
Ulrich said as his first tip to entrepreneurial success.
Next, it is important to shift the quality of the
ideas the innovator is producing, he said. Then
the ideas’ qualities must increase in variance and,
finally, the accuracy of the ideas’ results must
increase.
“A tournament has to generate a set of candidates and has to discriminate between the good
and bad ones,” Ulrich said.
A good way to test whether an idea is good
or bad is through a program run through www.
darwinator.com, which allows user to run their
own tournament, Ulrich said. The user submits
a number of original ideas, and the program will
evaluate which ideas are better than others.
Ulrich said there are three horizons to innovation which relates to the uncertainty the entrepreneur and idea face. The first horizon describes an
idea that requires the least amount of risk. This
idea is usually an improvement to a product or
service that already exists, he said. The second
horizon means the invention’s success is more
uncertain than a horizon-one invention. These
inventions are usually solutions to existing needs.

KARL ULRICH, professor at the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania, said the best thing
an inventor or entrepreneur can do is constantly produce new ideas. photo courtesy of STEVE EATON

A third-level horizon is a concept the world has
never seen before.
“We are looking for exceptional opportunities
– opportunities that we are likely to yield much
more than we put into,” Ulrich said.
Innovation creates value, Ulrich said, which
means the innovation is worth more to the consumer than it takes the manufacturer to produce.
He said innovation does not only pertain to inventions that are objects, but can be human services
or a new solution to a business process. Ulrich said
one example of this alternate innovation is specialty images placed on credit cards. Capital One
had this service available for clients and offered
the image of any professional wrestler as the card’s
background.
Ulrich said, “On one hand, I’ve had a passion
for entrepreneurship, and, on the other hand, I’ve

Fuel: U.S. depends on
other countries for oil
-continued from page 1

with alternate energy sources, specifically vehicles, fuel and infrastructure. He said successful policy should address all three parts.
Hatch said he’s “convinced no alternate fuel is ready to replace our
need for fossil fuels.”
That need for fuels is not going to disappear in the near future,
Hatch said, but change is in the future.
Hatch called plug-in hybrid cars “nothing short of revolutionary” and
said this shift from fuel to an electric grid holds a lot of possibility.
“When you think of the benefits, you can’t help but get excited,” he
said.
Plug-in hybrids have a strong bipartisan support, Hatch said, and he
thinks it’s the beginning of a new age of transportation. He also said
he’s seen general public acceptance of the new technologies.
The electric grid is 30 percent renewable, Hatch said. Plug-in hybrid
technology is not perfect, however, and Hatch said it will take work to
make it “cleaner and greener.” Though, Hatch said he sees it has potential. One of the biggest benefits of the electric grid is that it’s a domestic
source of energy, Hatch said.
Plug-in hybrids, however, are only one source of alternative energy.
Hatch also mentioned sources such as wind, hydroelectric, solar and
geothermal energy. Utah has “mass potential” for alternative energy
sources, especially geothermal, he said.
Hatch mentioned a goldsmith and a steam engine mechanic. The
goldsmith, Johannes Gutenberg, was able to “transform existing technology for public need,” Hatch said. In 1424, the Cambridge Library
only had 122 books in its collection, but at the time 122 was considered
a large amount due to the long process of duplicating a book as well as
the cost of a book. Hatch said that at that time, each book was valued
equal to a small farm or vineyard. His invention of mechanical movable
type printing changed the way books were duplicated, and information
was transferred.
The other man Hatch mentioned, the steam engine mechanic, was
Henry Ford. Ford had to walk four miles back and forth to church
each Sunday until he developed what was called the horseless carriage.
Eventually, Ford created the Model T, which was reliable and affordable.
By 1914, Ford had sold 250,000 Model T’s. Hatch said basic principles
from the Model T are still basic principles in cars today.
Gutenberg and Ford were “successful by responding to the needs of
the mass market,” Hatch said.
Hatch said climate change is not at the top of his priority list because
he sees the energy crisis as a more important occupation of his efforts.
He said the U.S. will be in full crisis mode when the global supply can’t
keep up with the demand for fuel. However, he said the good thing of
the crisis is it makes people “come together in smart, creative approaches.”
– rac.ch@aggiemail.usu.edu

had a passion for teaching.”
Ulrich didn’t start his business until he had
been teaching for a while and felt uncomfortable
that he hadn’t experienced what he was teaching.
He decided to take a year off to further the success
of his invention of the Xootr Scooter and Swift
Folding Bike, which he said did poorly, and went
back
Along with inventions assisting transportation
and the creative food industry, Ulrich has been
involved in Web-based service, medical tools and
sporting equipment innovations. He received
his bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degree at
Massachusettes Institute of Technology. He coauthored a textbook, titled “Product Design and
Development,” used worldwide.
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.edu

Remodel: Project may become tradition
-continued from page 1
the HURD and local businesses in
the community have been absolutely incredible,” Darrington said.
“Everyone has been so enthusiastic
and supportive of this, and we are
so excited to get in there and change
this family’s home forever.
No matter what small or large
improvements we make, I know the
family will be overwhelmed with
appreciation. The results of this
project are not only going to affect

the family but also our volunteers.
It’s going to be an all-around amazing, fun experience.”
She said she hopes the “Meet
the Challenge” service project will
become a new tradition that will
come up with a big, interactive project every year that will positively
affect the valley community.
– chelsey.gensel@aggiemail.usu.edu

SAAVI: Raising sexual assault awareness
-continued from page 1
Student Center by signing up,
donating money and putting on
donated shoes. They then followed
a mile-long trail of orange cones
that were placed around campus.
A few women, called “Blister
Sisters,” joined the men. Women
also had the option to volunteer
at booths inside the TSC, decorate
shoes and prepare the event.
“More and more sign up every
year,” said Ashley Geary, who
worked at a Walk-a-Mile-in-HerShoes booth inside the TSC.
At the end of the walk, prizes
were awarded to walkers for most
money raised, most enthusiastic
walker and group with the most
walkers. The group with the most
walkers was even awarded a golden shoe trophy.
Geary said, “There are even
competitions between sports
teams, clubs and apartments.”
During and before the walk,
money was raised for SAAVI.
Walkers helped raise money by
getting pledges from friends and
family beforehand. Throughout
the walk, they carried buckets and
purses that spectators could fill
with money.
Walk-a-Mile-in-Her-Shoes is a

national organization, and anyone
can register a Walk-a-Mile-in-HerShoes event through the organization.
The event’s Web site, www.
walkamileinhershoes.org, stated
that the organization’s mission
is “co-creating a united gender
movement” and that “men will
be part of the solution to ending
sexualized violence.”
John Gillespie, a student watching the walkers, said, “I think
it’s important that men help,
although I don’t personally know
how to do it. I know that kind of
stuff (sexual assault) happens, and
I hate all the guys who do that.”
The SAAVI Web site stated,
“In asking men to publicly stand
up and show their commitment
to ending violence, their actions
will encourage other men to start
thinking about how they, personally, can do their part.”
The SAAVI Web site stated that
the purpose of SAAVI is to “help
create violence-free environments
and healthy relationships at USU.”
– becca.searle@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Students given college
research opportunity

Led by USU faculty, students will
explore genomics, proteomics, bioinformatics, food and nutrition sciences, biological and environmental
engineering, plant and soil science,
animal, dairy and veterinary sciences, stem cell research, cloning,
and nuclear transfer techniques,
giving them hands-on skills using
professional equipment and methodologies.
Entering its 10th year, this program is sponsored by a grant from
Utah Applied Science, Technology,
and Engineering Camps (ASTEC) in
association with the State Science
Advisor at the Utah Governor’s
Office of Economic Development,
which promotes science programs in
the state.
“This is a wonderful opportunity to experience biotechnological
research at the university level and
experience the college environment,” says Dr. Afifa Sabir, education coordinator and program director.
He said, “The academy offers
an exciting glimpse of the many
research and career opportunities
available in biotechnology.”
The Summer Academy is a fiveday program for rising high school
juniors and seniors interested in biotechnology including science, medicine, and engineering. An advanced
program is available for returning
students.

Teaching Excellence
Award announced
USU’s department of mechanical
and aerospace engineering received
the 2010 Department Teaching
Excellence Award, awarded annually as that year’s top teaching prize
to one department for outstanding
teaching throughout the department.
USU President Stan L. Albrecht
and Provost Raymond T. Coward
presented the award and praised
the department for its dedicated
faculty, who while adhering to high
standards in teaching and research
are committed also to helping their
students succeed. They also complimented the department for its winning student teams.
The president said the evidence
the department presented to the
selection committee overwhelmingly supports the fact that this
department treats its responsibility
for training the next generation of
engineers with profound sincerity
and unwavering focus.
The president and provost both
noted from the citation that the
many first-place awards and top
rankings earned by students from
the mechanical and aerospace
department in regional and national
engineering competitions are a testament to the high standards that
the faculty place on their teaching.

Human Rubik’s Cube
party to raise money

To support Delta Sigmi Phi’s
Relay for Life team they will be hosting a Rubik’s Cube party Saturday at
10 p.m.
Those who attend the event are
encouraged to wear one of the colors found on a Rubik’s Cube: red,
yellow, blue, white and green. The
objective is to trade clothes with
others who attend so that at the end
of the event every person is wearing
only one of these colors rather than
a combination.
A DJ will be present and a sand
volleyball court will be set up to
play on. The party will be free to
attend but donations will be appreciated to support the Relay for Life
team. Those who attend must be 18
years or older.
The event will take place at the
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity house
located on 837 N. 800 East. For any
further information contact Josh St.
John-Sellers at 713-5243.
– catherine.meidell@aggiemail.usu.
edu

-Compiled from staff
and media reports
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Pounds of ponytails donated to make wigs

STUDENTS, FACULTY and member of the community each donated inches of hair to Locks of Love. One wig requires multiple people’s hair because multiple colors are needed in order to create
natural looking highlights. STEVE SELLERS photo

Faculty hired in history dept.

leges, the history department will know how
much funding it will receive and can start
making long-term hiring decisions.
“We’re going to do our very best to make
The USU history department has hired two
sure
history retains as many lines (job posione-year temporary faculty members for next
tions)
as possible,” Allen said.
year and is looking to hire another in order to
Temporary positions are common throughmake up for the loss of seven history faculty
out a university system, Jones said. Typically,
members, said Norm Jones, history departif a faculty member leaves abruptly – for
ment head.
sabbatical or retirement, for example – the
Information from the USU president’s
university will need someone to immediately
office indicates that about 16 more positions
fill in. By law, USU has to conduct a national
across the university will be cut by July 1 due
search for permanent positions. When faculty
to budget cuts.
suddenly leaves, however, a national search,
When the history department lost those
which takes time, is not always an option.
original faculty, Jones said the department’s
The college must hire one-year faculty to
ability to offer courses was almost cut in half,
take the teaching positions
and that he was “anxious to
while a search to permado something about that.”
“We’re going to do
nently fill the position is
Shawn Clybor and Kyle
our very best to
conducted. People who
Bulphuist have already
make
sure
history
are hired for a temporary
been hired for the temposition can apply for the
retains
as
many
porary positions. Clybor
permanently when the
just finished a doctorate at
lines (job positions) job
national search is opened;
Northwestern University,
as possible.”
however, this doesn’t necesJones said. Clybor’s emphasarily mean their stay at
–
John
Allen,
sis is modern European
history. Bulphuist earned
associate dean of HASS USU will become tenured,
Jones said.
his doctorate from the
While temporary posiUniversity of California-Davis and is a colotions
are
often
used
to
fill positions while the
nial America specialist. He will also be teachnational search goes on, it is uncommon for
ing classes about black religion during that
one department to have many temporary factime period.
ulty members at one time.
Clybor and Bulphuist will start their posi“In the current budget crisis, we’re doing it
tions next fall, Jones said. The process of filla little bit more than usual,” Jones said.
ing the third spot is already underway.
Though a national search is required for
John Allen, associate dean of HASS and
permanent
positions, an online search will
next year’s dean of the unnamed college of
suffice
for
temporary
positions. Jones said the
humanities and social sciences, said money
department looks for applicants with teaching
for the temporary positions comes from salexperience who have courses that the departary money of the faculty who left.
ment needs all ready to go. These applicants
Whether the three temporary positions
will be interviewed over the phone. If they
will become permanent is still unknown,
are chosen to fill the temporary position and
Allen said. With the splitting of HASS into a
humanities and social sciences college and the accept, they will be given a one-year terminal
contract.
Caine College of the Arts, things still need to
– rac.ch@aggiemail.usu.edu
be organized and nothing is yet set in stone.
Once budgets are figured out for the two colBy RACHEL A. CHRISTENSEN
news editor
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STUDENTS DANCE AT MARDIS GRAS, held in the TSC February. DJ Marcus Wing performed during the party and will return for this year’s End of The Year Bash. STEVE SELLERS photo

Wet weather moves End of Year Bash indoors
By KATE AUMAN
staff writer

The third annual End of Year
Bash, put on by the Student
Traditions Activities and Arts Board
(STAB), will take place all day on
Friday, April 9. This year’s theme is
a carnival-circus and events are free,
unless otherwise indicated.
“One of the first things you do
when planning an event is thinking
of the theme,” said Trent Morrison,
who is part of the event’s planning
committee. “When we stumbled
upon a carnival theme, we knew we
wanted it. It’s never been done before
and carnival food is always the best.”
Starting at 10 a.m., an egg

hunt will be held. USU Activities
Coordinator Josh Nagao said, “The
eggs will be hidden indoors and outdoors depending on whether or not
the weather cooperates with us.”
The eggs contain papers that
can be redeemed at the dance that
night for prizes, such as backpacking
tents, clothing, an iPad, a DjMixer,
Nintendo DSi, Lego camera, “Saved
by the Bell” game and date with
ASUSU Education Senator Erik
Wynn, among other things. The
prizes collectively cost approximately
$5,000 and were donated by Best
Buy, Hamilton’s, Domino’s Pizza and
Leilani’s Salon and Spa.
From 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. there will
be carnival-themed games open to
all students. Games will range from

bean bag tosses to darts and will take
place in the Sunburst Lounge. ASUSU
Traditions Director Kayla Harris
said, “Skip your class. Just do it.”
Falk, the USU sister duo, will play
at 11 a.m. in the Sunburst Lounge,
followed by a Salt Lake City act called
King Niko. The artists were chosen
for their popularity in past events
and also to “showcase USU’s talent
with Falk,” Nagao said.
According to a press release from
Nagao, during this time, there will be
circus-themed food, such popcorn,
hot dogs and soda, for free. Then
from 7-9 p.m., Theta Nu Xi and Psi
Sigma Phi will put on a step show in
the Taggart Student Center Ballroom.
There will be a $5 entrance fee, which
will be donated to their charities.

An evening dance will feature DJ
Marcus Wing, who has been the DJ
at past USU events, such as Mardi
Gras and the White Out dance. The
dance will be free to attend and will
go from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the ballroom.
The event has been in the planning stages since January.
Erik Wynn said, “Hours, hundred
of thousands of hours went into planning this event.”
Those hours include a hasty
reschedule this week when the weather became wet and organizers had to
figure how to move the event indoors
at the last minute. It was schedule
to be held on the Quad, but events
will now be scattered throughout the
TSC.

Morrison said, “We were going to
have a huge tent on the Quad to make
the circus theme even more obvious.
But the weather changed that.”
Because so many large events on
campus charge admission, such as
The Howl or Mardi Gras, the End of
Year Bash is a way of thanking students for their involvement and participation in school activities, Nagao
said.
“This year has been a great year
for Utah State activities, and we have
been fortunate to have amazing volunteers. Throughout the year, I have
wanted to make sure students’ experience at USU was a memorable one,
and I believe this event will only add
to those good memories,” Nagao said.
– kate.auman@gmail.com

A walk through the city cemetery near USU campus
By KASEY VAN DYKE
staff writer

Located just north of Mountain View and
Valley View apartments, on the east side of
campus, surrounded by a tall, iron fence is the
Logan City Cemetery. With 17,600 burials and
41,324 plots, the cemetery has seen Logan from
its beginnings as a single log home to the college
town it is today. Along with its front-row view of
the town’s history, the cemetery is steeped in its
own legend, mystery and intrigue.
The cemetery didn’t always reside in its
current location. The exact address of the old
cemetery is still unknown, as documentation
has been lost, but it is believed that in 1860 it lay
between 500 and 600 North, and 600 and 700
East, according to documents provided by Seth
Sparks, current sexton for the cemetery.
According to Marcia J. Sorenson, who wrote
“The Old Logan Graveyard,” the first resident
of Logan’s old graveyard was Charlotte Eynon,
wife of John R. Blanchard, who built the first log
cabin in the city in 1859 and founded the graveyard. The old graveyard, according to Sorenson,
was used for about six years, in which anywhere
from 52 to 70 people were buried with Eynon.
Plans were then made to move the cemetery.
Sorenson quoted William Hugie, a resident
during the moving of the cemetery, who said in
1966 that the reason for the move was because
of water drainage.
Hugie said, “The area was wet in the spring
months and the soil, being muddy, the head
boards rotted off in a short time, many of which
were not replaced and thus exact burial spots
became lost.”
Because of the lost grave sites, bodies were
still being found as late as the 1960s. Sorenson
related the experience of Dr. Ezra W. Cragun,
who said that, while digging for sewer and water
lines for his house, two bodies were uncovered.
Aside from the missing bodies, 42 bodies
were exhumed and couldn’t be identified. In
1882, the sexton of the cemetery petitioned the
city for the removal of the bodies at the price of
$5 for adults and $4 for children, which included furnished boxes for those whose coffins had
disintegrated.
Sorenson, again, quoted Hugie, saying he
could remember that when he was 8 years old,
he saw the bodies being brought out of the
ground. He described the sight of the “bleached
bones” and “long hair of the women” as one that
“haunted” him for years.
The nameless bodies were put in one plot,

now known as Pioneer Plot. A plaque was
erected to commemorate the bodies that were
relocated and those still missing from the old
graveyard.
Though many records from the
early days of both cemeteries
have been lost, due to a wind
storm that blew over the
house in which records
were kept, some of the
common causes of
death are still known.
According to the
information provided
by Sparks, the most
common diseases included “child birth, still born,
premature, child bed fever,
cholera, consumption, scarlet fever, diphtheria, heart
disease, old age, natural
causes, lung fever, heart
fever, brain fever, typhoid
fever, croup, pneumonia,
teething dropsy and erysipelas, a type of skin
infection.” Logan has
also had it’s share
of curious deaths,
including “whooping
cough, suicide, murder,
water on the
brain, decay
of nature,
softening of
brain,
acci-

dentally blown to pieces, drowned, accidentally
killed of a horse, suffocation, accidentally killed,
summer complaint, accident by striking violently against a pole, gun shot wound, lock jaw, accidentally shot, kicked by a horse, neck broken,
hanging himself and morphine poisoning.”
Logan’s cemetery is also the resting
place for several influential people,
including the founder of Nibley, the
founder of Wellsville and May
Swenson, the nationally acclaimed
bohemian poet.
Swenson was a born
and raised in Logan,
born May 28, 1913,
and attended USU,
where her father
taught mechanical
engineering. She
received a bachelor’s degree in
1934 and moved
to New York in
1935, where
she stayed
for 50
years.

LEGEND SURROUNDS THE STATUE of the weeping lady that was erected in memory of Julia E.
Cronquist. It is said during full moons weeping can be heard througout the cemetary. TODD JONES photo

While in New York, Swenson worked until
she had saved enough money to pay for her
rent and food for a while, then focused on her
writing, according to Michael Spooner, director of the University Press at USU. Spooner said
Swenson embraced the Bohemian culture in
New York and described her as a “free spirit.”
“She lived life the way she wanted to,” he
said.
Though Swenson was well-known across the
country, she wasn’t as renowned in her home
town, though she requested to be buried in
Logan’s cemetery. Spooner suggested that her
open homosexuality, which would have been a
taboo subject during her time, might have given
her “more excuse to stay in New York.” Swenson
was loved by anyone she came in contact with,
Spooner said, and reportedly had three partners.
According to Poets.org, Swenson received
fellowships from “the Guggenheim, Ford,
Rockefeller and MacArthur Foundations, as well
as a National Endowment for the Arts grant.”
Before her death, Swenson reportedly wrote
that “the best poetry has its roots in the subconscious to a great degree. Youth, naivety, reliance
on instinct more than learning and method, a
sense of freedom and play, even trust in randomness, is necessary to the making of a poem.”
Another popular resident of the Logan cemetery is the Weeping Lady monument, representing Julia E. Cronquist.
According to an article written by JoLynne J.
Lyon for The Herald Journal, Cronquist was the
mother of eight children, of which only three
lived past childhood. After she lost her fourth
and fifth children to scarlet fever, her house
was quarantined, and so she was forced to keep
the bodies in the house. Because of this, her
husband, Olaf, buried them in the middle of the
night.
It’s reported that Cronquist was often found
in the cemetery crying, so, in 1914, her husband
ordered a monument to be erected in her and
her children’s honor. Cronquist died – many
people say because of a broken heart – shortly
after it was placed in the cemetery. The legend
is that on the night of a full moon, you can hear
her weeping throughout the cemetery.
Throughout the history of Logan’s cemetery,
one mystery remains. The body of Eynon has
never been found and there are no records of
her burial. To this day, the plot of her husband
remains alone, the spot next to him empty.
Sorenson asks, “Was she one of the 42
unknown in the Pioneer Plot?”
– k.vandyke@aggiemail.usu.edu
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Volunteers encourage Zambian students to stay in school
By NOELLE JOHANSEN
staff writer

As USU freshmen and seniors alike count
down the end of the semester, it may seem
unnatural that students elsewhere can’t get
enough of school. However, high school students in the South African state of Zambia
eagerly await sponsors to fund their schooling,
which is only free through elementary school.
Expensive high school with the elevated rate
of unemployment results in only 8 percent of
Zambian children attending high school. With
the Zambia’s Scholarship Fund, American volunteers travel to Zambia to encourage students
to stay in school and seek means to do so.
In 1998, Peggy Rogers founded the Zambia’s
Scholarship, after a trip to Zambia revealed
the great need and desire for education by
the people there. What began as support for
the certification of 10 students at the Kasama
student college has evolved into helping more
than 1,500 individuals attend high school or
become elementary school teachers. Initially,
the program was made up solely of Rogers
but the Zambia’s Scholarship Fund has since
gained workers and volunteers who continue
to provide materials priceless to the Zambians.
Rogers will be taking a group to Zambia,
from May 11-25, and registration is still open.
“We’re looking for dedicated students who
really want to help with a charity,” Rogers said.
“It’s for all kinds of students.”
Until now, the work for Zambia’s
Scholarship Fund has been solely led by volunteers. The next step is to cross the “threshold,”
as Rogers refers to it, and hire employees. The
option is given to students to work as an intern
for the Zambia’s Scholarship Fund, gain training, skills and experiences in Zambia. The
experience may possibly conclude with a job
in fundraising for the organization. The trip
alone is $1,500 per person, with all proceeds
going to scholarships and supplies for the

Zambians.
Zambia’s Scholarship Fund trips consist of
school visits every morning and afternoon,
and promotion of the importance of education
in presentations at the schools.
“A lot of children get discouraged over there
and think, ‘Why should I stay in school,’”
Rogers said.
The act alone of Americans taking the time
to travel to remote villages and sharing a passion for learning encourages Zambian students
who might otherwise give up before high
school.
School supplies, textbooks and bicycles are
delivered to schools in rural areas by the volunteer groups.
“We purchase bicycles for these teachers
because they live in the villages, and they have
no way to go into town to pick up their salaries,” Rogers said.
Through donations, 100 percent of which
reach Zambians in need, the organization
pays the salaries of more than 150 elementary
school teachers.
Vice President of the Zambia’s Scholarship
Fund and volunteer Brad McLaws made a
family affair of the trip. He, his wife, Chris,
and their daughters, Rachel and Sara, took
the trip to Zambia on Feb. 11- March 2. One
day during the trip, the first school was a
long distance down a shoddy road, which
hindered quick travel to the second school for
the day and resulted in a four-hour delay. Sara
McLaws, sophomore at Park City High School,
remembered the sympathy she felt for the students of the second school who were undoubtedly waiting for the group’s arrival. However,
they were greeted just as warmly as if they had
been on time.
“We arrived at the sad little school and
found hundreds of children dressed in little
red jumpsuits, smiling and cheering,” Sara
McLaws said.
The primitive, one-room schoolhouse had
no toilets or running water.

ZAMBIAN CHILDREN RECEIVE SUPPLIES through Zambia’s Scholarship Fund. The program
began by aiding 10 students and has grown to help more than 1500. photo courtesy of PEGGY ROGERS

“It was amazing to understand that these
children with so little were so happy and that
they were willing to come to school every day,
walking miles each way,” Sara McLaws said.
Chris McLaws recalled a similar, meaningful experience.
“One afternoon while walking into Chaballa
village, I noticed a tall teenage boy walking
behind me. I turned and asked him what his
name was, He shyly responded, ‘Ronald.’ I gently asked him, ‘What can I do for you, is there
something you need?’ He looked at me with a
somber expression on his face and answered
quietly, ‘Everything.’ He was right. I had never
seen more need. Although I know I could not
possibly meet all the needs of the villages of

Zambia, I felt a sense of hope for Ronald. He
would get an education because of Zambia
Scholarship Fund. He would not have everything, but he would have a start for a better
future.”
The Zambia’s Scholarship Fund continues to
have lasting effects, according to the ambassador of Zambia, Inonge Mbikusita-Lewanika.
“Children who receive an education grow up
to become parents who send their children to
school, helping to reduce illiteracy through the
generations,” the ambassador said.
USU students interested in the May 11
Zambia trip, contact Rogers at peggyzambia@
yahoo.com.
– noelle.johansen@aggiemail.usu.edu

Spending Easter away from, well, everything

M

y dearly voracious readers, since I live quite some
distance from my biological home, I am often
adopted by other graciously generous families for
holiday celebrations. My most recent expedition, Easter
weekend, was quite a doozy.
I traveled with my roommate, whom we shall call, for
confidentiality, J-Pugs, to her family farm in Rosette. I was
pumped about this adventure because she told me that I
would get to hold a baby lamb. How tenderly perfect for an
Easter outing.
Where is Rosette? Well, about a few minutes past Park
Valley. Where is Park Valley? Well, about 30 minutes past
Snowville. Where is Snowville? Well, about 30 minutes past
Tremonton, which is about 30 minutes past Logan, which is

Hey Aggies
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with

Harmony Brownfield
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640 S 80 E Ste #130
Logan, Utah
Call & make your
appointment today!

435-753-8880

about 15 and a half hours from El Paso. (To put things into
perspective.)
I used to think that El Paso was in the middle of nowhere,
but nope, I was wrong. Rosette wins the award for being in
the middle of nowhere. In fact, not only is it in the middle of
nowhere, it happens to be nothing but a house and a barn.
No store, no gas station, no stoplight, no nothin’. Just the
Pugs and their lambs, orchards, cows, horses, chickens, dogs
and hidden Easter eggs.
Our journey to the joint, through foggy depths of snowy
mystery, had several notable sites along the way, such as the
ashed, rocky volcano off the side of the road. J-Pugs told me
a story about how she almost got eaten alive by a rattlesnake
while scrambling on the rocks of this natural wonder. Her
cousin saved her life. Good job, cousin.
Another purportedly famous site to see along the way to
Rosette is The Lone Tree. (Not to be confused with the Lone
... Star State.) The Lone Tree looks just like the tree from “The
Lion King” or the lightninged logo of Touchstone pictures.
The environment in this particular snapshot of scenery is
brushy and sparse, but a single tree, The Lone Tree, stands
strongly solo.
One of my favorite sites, besides spotting a herd of 40
deer, was the residence of The Smelly Man. Actually, simply the concept of The Smelly Man. How to describe him?
Well, readers, he is the local smelly man, what else is there
to say? He seldom bathes, and when he does, it is of no
use, because he puts his stinky clothes back onto his scrubbadubbed body. His beard is encrusted with remnants of
meals. Absolutely lovely.
In middle school they called me The Smelly Melly, so, yes,
I do connect to The Smelly Man. Don’t we all wish, occasionally, we could get away with lack of showering? Submit to our
natural states? (Note to reader: I do take a lot more showers
than I used to. Willingly. I promise.)
When we got to the home of J-Pugs, she introduced me to
a small portion of her family, and throughout the weekend,
more and more joined our posse in staggered entrances.
Kids. Grandkids. Cousins, aunts and uncles. Friends and
neighbors. At the peak of the venture, the annual Easter picnic, friendly chaos logically ensued.
This picnic was held, as tradition would have it, outdoors.

Nevermind the snow on the ground. The freezing temperatures. My purple hands. I, shaking with shivers, filled my
plate with excellent macaroni salad, sat in a camp chair and
watched, in awe, at the lively scene in front of my eyes. One
of the first things that struck me was that every single person
in attendance, besides me, was wearing boots. Cowboy
boots. Cowgirl boots. Work boots. Snow boots. Boots,
boots, boots. It is said El Paso is the boot capital of the world,
but I would have to argue in behalf of Rosette for this title.
I wish I could describe the events of my visit in a chronological sense, but I cannot. Everything happened all at once.
Making bounds of Jell-O eggs. A little girl jumping on my
back and demanding a piggyback ride. Saving little babies
from falling down a flight of stairs. Playing Blokus. Dying
marbled eggs. Melting butter in the microwave. A wee boy
biting my leg. Playing Balderdash. Stepping on a oozing
green paintball. Opening eight cans of beans. Eating exorbitant amounts of candy. Washing hay from a pink bucket. All
accompanied by a postmodern soundtrack of noise.
Though chaotic, it was miraculous. Enjoyable activities
occurred. Everyone was fed with delicious food. Nobody
died. Gigantic kudos go to the mother, but also to each
individual Pugs. Everyone chipped in, everyone helped out,
everyone contributed. I was so impressed by J-Pugs’ family.
Not only are the Pugs good lookin’ people, they are goodhearted people. Good, healthy, happenin’ people.
Many hostesses at the event felt the need to apologize
for my supposedly rough initiation into the family, which I
thought was ridiculous because I believe my blunt immersion
was beyond fantastic. I felt like I belonged. I was even given
an Easter basket. And, best of all, I got to hold my
Easter lamb. Did you know that sheep actually
say the word “baa”? Well, they do, dear readers. Perfectly enunciated, they bleat, “Baa.”
Completely worth the entire trip. Baa. Baa.
Melissa Condie is a senior majoring in
music education. Questions or comments
can be sent to her at m.condie@aggiemail.
usu.edu
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GEORGE CLOONEY LENDS his voice to the titular character in Wes Anderson’s “Fantastic Mr.
Fox.” The movie was recently released on DVD.

Anderson’s latest is ‘Fantastic’
Let me get this out of the
voice work by a cast includBen ing Bill Murray, Adrian Brody,
way. “Fantastic Mr. Fox” is
Roden Owen Wilson, Willem Dafoe
one of the best animated
films I’ve ever seen. It does
and Michael Gambon.
what all films seek to do, by
The dialogue is hip and
creating a unique and appealcrisp without being gimmicky,
ing world, and populating it
and the timing of the interacwith a wealth of, for lack of a
tions is pitch-perfect. There
better term, fantastic characare some poignant moments,
Grade A
ters.
as well as some that made
The film is based on a “Fantastic Mr. Fox”
me laugh aloud. You’ll find
book by Roald Dahl, whose
yourself quoting this movie
works include “Charlie and the Chocolate for days. It’s rife with brilliant and bizarre
Factory,” “The BFG” and “The Witches.” one-liners.
The major plot points of the film are
Even if you’ve never seen any of
roughly corollary to those of the novel, but Anderson’s work, including “The Royal
the film is a Wes Anderson joint, through Tenenbaums” and “Rushmore,” you’ll
and through. Mr. Fox (George Clooney) immediately identify his offbeat aesthetic.
is a reformed bird thief turned newspaper “Fantastic Mr. Fox” is made using stop
man, who, despite a devotion to his wife motion animation, but Anderson’s lovable
and son, yearns for the excitement of his visual trademarks are all there – deliberate
glory days. When the Fox family moves into and methodical cinematography, vintagetheir new home (tree) near three prominent style, vibrant color and prominent onfarms, Fox decides to embark upon one last screen typography. The construction of the
heist.
characters and sets is charming and novel,
The Fox family dynamic is altered by the and every frame features a stimulating palarrival of Mrs. Fox’s nephew Kristofferson ette of color and texture.
(Eric Anderson) who lodges in the Fox
Rounding out the experience is a rauhome while his father battles “double- cously excellent soundtrack, featuring The
pneumonia.” Fox’s 12-fox-year-old son, Rolling Stones, The Wellington and Burl
Ash (Jason Schwartzman), is jealous of Ives. There’s even an original tune by the
Kristofferson’s talents and stature, and his on-screen avatar of Jarvis Cocker. The mix
father’s blatant admiration thereof. As Fox of off-kilter animation and washy ‘60s rock
squares off against the three sinister farm- is a pure delight.
ers, Boggis, Bunce and Bean, and tries to
I don’t have much in terms of summation
hide his illicit activities from his suspicious here, guys. Every element of the “Fantastic
wife (Meryl Streep), Ash struggles to out- Mr. Fox” is fantastic, and the final prodshine Kristofferson and makes his father uct is nearly without flaw. It’s poignant,
proud.
funny and joyful. Simply put, it’s one of
The plot is whimsical and exciting, but as Anderson’s best. See this movie, folks. You
in all of Anderson’s work, what really shines won’t regret it.
are the characters. Each is beautifully ani– be.ro@aggiemail.usu.edu
mated and brought to life by wonderful
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Smash-and-grab lacks story

Rios and Salem are back in
enemies and help you find your
Billy way through the levels. Once
“Army of Two: The 40th Day.”
Harlow an enemy is tagged you can see
If you have played the preceding game, “Army of Two,” then
where he is, even if he ducks
you know that Rios and Salem
for cover or hides behind walls.
are two privatized militia men
This allows you to keep track
Let’s
go
out for hire to the highest bidof enemy units who may move
der. It’s essentially an interactive
around the level, making it so
disaster movie because every
you can be more tactical with
five minutes something blows
your AI character or friend.
up or crumbles around you, “Army of Two:
In the first game, the sinmaking sure you stay interested The 40th Day”
gle-player campaign lacked a
in your environment. In the
lot due to the AI character not
game you get hired to complete
being very intelligent. In this
a simple smash-and-grab job in Shanghai, game EA made sure the AI character was a
China, that turns into a battle for your life.
lot smarter with a better capacity to help you
The mechanics of the game haven’t fight your way through a level. The reason
changed much since the first one, except it is you buy or rent this game is because of the
a little smoother and less glitchy when switch- co-op campaign you can play with friends. It
ing guns. EA, the developer, of the game is back with all the same great aspects, such
seemed to smooth out and fix most all of the as saving your partner and tactics. Nothing
complications from the first game’s mechani- really changed in the co-op, because EA really
cal errors. One of the first game’s most didn’t need to. It was great as is.
appealing elements was the option to “pimp”
The graphics are great, with a lot of depth
your gun, swapping gun barrels or stocks, in the environments. You may think that
or even gold plating the weapon to make it playing in Shanghai for the whole game, you
more effective in battle. In this edition, the would get a repetitive environment, but the
developers made “pimping” your gun more developers did a great job of making environexpansive with more color schemes and a ments look different, whether you are in a
greater variety of attachments to take into different area of the city or a damaged area.
battle. While they expanded on the first gun The graphics are great when it comes to upattachments, they left the secondary gun close views of people or gear. The most visuvery dull and restricting, with you only able to ally-appealing graphics are when the environchoose among three pistols.
ment crumbles and sends dust and building
There is a new crate feature in the game, particles tumbling around you.
where a supply crate is dropped in the level
Overall, the game was a lot of fun, with
and you have to battle the enemy for the great fight scenes and adrenaline-rushing
right to the supplies and cash inside. You are environments that keep you on your toes. The
allotted a certain amount of time to reach the game could be a buy if you have some spare
crate before the enemy calls for reinforce- skrilla on the side, but if you are tight then you
ments. This feature makes you want to push should just rent it.
the gameplay and rush into battle and be
more risky when you usually wouldn’t have Positives – Great co-op, graphics and gun
to. The aggro system makes a comeback, but “pimping.”
it’s better. You still work together, one player Negatives – Lacks a good story.
firing to distract enemies while your partner Overall – 8 out of 10
creeps around and flanks them. But now,
– billy.harlow@aggiemail.usu.edu
Rios and Salem have a GPS, which can tag

Gaming
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DILLON (LEFT) HEINRICH (CENTER) AND BOONE
(RIGHT) head to Salt Lake City on Saturday to compete against
the region’s best in the NCAA North Central Regionals. CODY
GOCHNOUR photos

Three gymnasts bound for NCAA
Regional Championships, Saturday
“Coaching is a tough balance. You want each girl to compete and do well, but you need to take a team to a competition.”

By KAYLA CLARK
staff writer

Three Utah State gymnasts were selected to the NCAA
North Central Regional Championships taking place this
Saturday, April 10. The competition will be hosted by the
University of Utah at the U of U’s Huntsman Center. The
gymnasts selected to compete in the competition are senior
Heather Heinrich, and juniors Lyndsie Boone and Jackie
Dillon. Heinrich and Boone will compete in overall, while
Dillon will compete in the uneven bars.
This year will mark Heinrich’s second regional appearance
after qualifying in 2008, her sophomore season, in the allaround. This is Boone’s third regional trip after qualifying on
beam as a freshman in 2008 and in the all-around last season
as a sophomore. Dillon will also be making her second regional trip, after qualifying on vault last year.
Last season, five Aggies qualified for regional competition, which head coach Jeff Richards calls “basically an entire
team.” He said if it were not for injuries this year, the Ags
would have been able to bring four girls to compete.
Richards said he was extremely proud and honored to have
three of his girls make it this year. His hopes for next season,
on top of taking the entire gymnastics team to regionals,
would be to make the top 36, he said.
“The tradition and history here is great,” Richards said.
“Out of the last 33 years that the program has been here, we
have had regional qualifiers 26 of those 33 years. It should be
something that is expected now.

Jackie Dillon
“I really didn’t think I was going to make it this year,” said
Dillon, an entrepreneurship major. “But I’m happy I did and
will definitely make it next year, and I want to go as a team.”
Dillon suffered an injury early into the season, preventing
her from competing on a number of events and forbidding
her from doing the floor, her favorite event. She said she was
afraid of not having enough meets under her belt this season
to even qualify for regionals.
“I like the publicity involved with the sport. It’s fun,”
Dillon said. “I’m not always the best student, but gymnastics
helps me stay motivated and pushes me.”
Dillon has been involved with gymnastics since she was 2
years old and said the road trips are some of her favorite parts
of being on the team. She admits it could be her demise as
well.
“It’s hard to stay in touch with non-athletic friends, to balance that (gymnastics and a social life) out,” Dillon said. “It’s
hard to be away from my family as well, but you get used to
it.”
Even though Dillon no longer lives with any members of
the team, she said she still stays just as close to all the girls,
and they are her best friends, if not the closest thing she has
to family in Utah. She was roommates with Heinrich last year

and confessed, “I miss Heather a lot. She was always really
lively and funny. The only thing I ever heard her complain
about was commercials. She hates commercials.”
Dillon upgraded the difficulty on her bars this year, and,
according to coach Richards, that factor put her over the qualifying mark for regionals.
“She didn’t score as high as last year,” Richards said,
“because the difficulty was higher. But she just kept practicing
and practicing and practicing, and she did it. The difficulty is
now enough that she really has a shot at moving onto nationals.”
Dillon, a native of South Carolina, made the move to Logan
her freshman year, without a scholarship. She worked hard
to gain one for her sophomore year, and she says that year of
being tough and doing her best drove her to become the person she is today.
Heather Heinrich
Heinrich said she was born pigeon toed, and her mother
put her in numerous sports to try and correct the problem.
“None of them really helped, but once I got put on a gymnastics mat, it stuck,” she said.
Heinrich has doubled as the leader for the Aggies this
season and the team star. She earned second-team all-WAC
honors on March 27, by finishing fourth in the all-around

- See NCAA, page 10

Borel, Aggies set for Saturday’s scrimmage
By ADAM NETTINA
staff writer

After three weeks of spring
drills, USU will take to the field of
Romney Stadium on Saturday for
the first of two formal intrasquad
scrimmages before concluding the
spring campaign with the annual
Blue and White Game on April 24.
While the exact format of
Saturday’s scrimmage is unknown,
it is believed that USU’s first team
offense will square off against the
Aggie second team defense, while
coach Gary Andersen’s first team
defense takes on coordinator Dave
Baldwin’s second team offense.
According to Aggie quarterback
Diondre Borel, Saturday’s scrimmage will provide USU’s offense
with the opportunity to show that
they’ve progressed without star
running back Robert Turbin in the
lineup, and that USU’s dynamic
spread attack will be just as potent
in 2010 as it was during a record
setting 2009.
“This Saturday we’ve just got
to step it up a little bit, complete
the easy balls and run the ball and
block a little better,” said Borel.
“We’ve just got to get better in
every aspect of the game.”
Borel looked sharp in practice

on Thursday, displaying several
crisp throws despite breezy conditions. While off limits to defenders,
he also executed the offense with
efficiency and looked comfortable running out of the zone-read.
After practice, he said that both
the offense and defense had a good
week of practice, with neither side
dominating the other.
“Today was pretty good,” he
said. “We had some big plays. Like
coach Andersen says, there is some
‘give and take’ between the defense
and offense making plays, and it
should be that way. There shouldn’t
be one side dominating the ball.
Everybody practiced pretty well.”
Borel’s comments regarding
spring ball were echoed by defensive end Nathan Royster, who said
that the defensive line – a leading
concern for the Aggies coming into
the 2010 – has progressed through
three weeks of intrasquad competition.
“I thought we played with great
intensity,” said Royster, who is
currently listed as the starter at
the right end position. “There was
pretty even play across the defensive line. A lot of guys stepped up.
We had a couple guys fall off, but a
lot of our young players stepped up
and made some plays out there.”

Royster continued, saying that
the third week of practice has been,
“exponentially better than previous
practices this spring. I was really
impressed with the overall team
intensity, and liked it.”
While Borel led the Aggie
offense to record setting heights in
2009 (USU ranked 12th nationally
in terms of total offense, averaging 439.33 yards per game) the
defense lagged behind. Although
Aggie head coach Gary Andersen
has a defensive pedigree, USU
ranked 113th out of 120 Football
Bowl Subdivision (FBS) teams in
total defense last season, while
also allowing more than 200 yards
rushing per game. Bolstering the
defensive line has been Andersen’s
primary defensive goal this spring,
with Royster saying that the unit
has already made major strides
from where it had been at the end
of last season.
“It’s not even close,” Royster
said. “We’re so much better. You
just have to come watch us play.
We’re a lot faster and a lot better
with our technique – our feat, our
hands, overall we’re just a lot more
aggressive.”
While Royster and the new look
Aggie defensive line will be looking
to show just how far they’ve come

DIONDRE BOREL, who will be a senior next season, looks to start the 201011 season where he and the Aggie offense, one of the best in the country left off, .
PETE P. SMITHSUTH photo

this spring, they’ll be limited in
their ability to take on Borel and
the offense. USU’s scrimmage is
expected to be conducted under
highly controlled circumstances,
with the mobile Borel off-limits to

oncoming defenders. Royster said
that playing against a quarterback
who is not ‘live’ can be frustrating,
but he nevertheless appreciates the

- See SCRIMMAGE, page 10
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Rainbow Wahine dominate Aggies in Hawaii
USU locked up the score at
four apiece. Kaneshiro said
she came to the plate with a
load of confidence.
USU softball was soundly
“I felt like I was seeing the
defeated in Wednesday’s
ball really well,” she said,
doubleheader against Hawaii “and I had my team behind
at Hawaii’s LaRee and
me, backing me up, so I felt
LeGrand Johnson softball
like I had all the support in
field Wednesday afternoon,
the world. I just saw the ball
12-4, 18-8.
and hit it as hard as I could.”
In the second game, USU’s
Before the inning was out,
Kali Kaneshiro and Simone
USU managed to get one
Hubbard hit two home runs
more run around and take a
apiece off Hawaii’s pitching
5-4 lead.
staff. Hubbard hit her homThe lead was short-lived,
ers, both solo shots, in the
however. Hawaii’s batting
second and fifth innings.
was nothing short of superb
Kaneshiro hit her homers in
in this doubleheader. In
the third, at which time the
total, Hawaii amassed 32
game was still very much in
hits over the 13 innings of
contention, and the seventh, the two games, averaging
by which time the game had
2.46 hits per inning and
all but been decided.
2.3 runs per inning. In
Rachel
these two
Evans
games,
“I just saw the
started
Hawaii
ball
and
hit
it
as
out the
also hit
hard as I could.”
third
nine home
inning of
– Kali Kaneshiro runs
the second
against
game by
the Aggie
taking an errant pitch in
pitching staff, the worst
the back by Hawaii’s Paia
stretch being in the top of
Karnaby. Nicole Tindall
the fourth inning of the secfollowed up Evans, by sendond game. In that inning,
ing a single to left field,
USU pitcher Kate Greenough
placing Evans in scoring
surrendered back-to-back
position at second. Carissa
solo jacks to the Wahine
Millsap-Kabala called for
with two outs on the board.
Xiao Xue Chang to get the
The Wahine had the Aggies’
sacrifice bunt, which Chang
number all afternoon in the
executed with perfection.
batter’s box. By contrast,
Then, Kaneshiro came to bat USU struggled to find a solid
and hit a home run over the
game at the plate, averaging
center field wall to bring in
1.23 hits per inning and 0.92
three runs with only one out runs per inning.
in the inning. At that point,
The relentless offensive
By LANDON HEMSLEY
sports senior writer

pounding put on by the
Wahine may not have been
all that much of a bad thing,
according to Millsap-Kabala.
“It’s a great example of a
team that takes their hands
to the ball and has the full
plate covered,” she said.
“It’s what I’ve been trying to
get our players to do, so it’s
great to have a perfect example and to see someone succeed from it. Now we can do
that. If you look at the way
Kali Kaneshiro and Simone
Hubbard did that – I mean,
they were up there drinking
the Kool-Aid, covering the
whole plate. Simone got two
shots, Kelli got two shots
and it’s good to jump on
that bus. We can learn and
we can move forward from
this.”
Kaneshiro agreed with her
coach on the statement that
USU’s batting needed to be
much better against a team
with the offensive strength
that Hawaii has.
“You’ve just got to play
good defense and hit them
back as hard as you can,”
Kaneshiro said. “I guess a
team that hits like that, you
can’t do anything but hit like
that back, so you’ve just got
to fight as hard as you can
with all you’ve got.”
Regardless of the scoring differential, the Aggies
played a pair of decent offensive games. What did in the
Utah women was the consistency of the Hawaii women
to figure out USU’s pitching
and produce offensively
throughout the game. In par-

ticular, an extremely painful
seventh inning in the second
game erased all doubt of
which team would come out
on top, as Hawaii rattled off
eight runs and put Wahine
in front, 18-6.
Hawaii’s Mikalemi TagabCruz started out the top of
the seventh with a single to
left field and was followed
by a Amanda Tauali’i double
down the right field line.
With no outs in the inning,
Greenough then delivered
a pitch to Hawaii’s Katie
Grimes who nearly hit the
ball out of the park. The ball
struck the top of the fence
in left-center field, went
straight up and just barely
landed in play. Both TagabCruz and Tauali’i scored,
and that ended Greenough’s
day. Shelbi Tyteca promptly
replaced Greenough in
the circle. Millsap-Kabala
explained the reasoning
behind the substitution.
“Kate (Greenough) worked
so hard,” she said, “but it
was the fifth time that the
batters were coming around
on her. If we have to face
Hawaii in the WAC, why give
them more pitches against
Kate? She’s our go-to. There’s
no sense in that. It’s a great
opportunity for Shelbi to get
some pitches against people
that are covering the plate
for her to learn how to do
that, so that way if it ever
falls on her again that she
can have that experience.”
Hawaii continued its dominant ways against Tyteca,
scoring six more runs before

Utah State athletics to honor longtime
equipment manager Ken Seamons
BY USU ATHLETICS

Utah State University’s
athletics department will
be honoring former equipment manager Ken Seamons
by officially naming the
equipment room in the Jim
and Carol Laub AthleticsAcademics Complex in his
honor on Saturday, April 24,
at 1 p.m.
A former Utah State football player, who wishes to
remain anonymous, made
the gift to name the equipment room in honor of
Seamons.
The ceremony will be held
on the first floor of the Jim
and Carol Laub Athletics-

Academics Complex and is
Utah State, had a lot of good
open to the public. A tour
times and met a lot of nice
of USU’s new 6,000-squarepeople from the student-athfoot equipment room will
letes, to their parents and all
immediately follow
the administrators.
the unveiling of the J.
I have lived in Cache
Ken “Kenny” Seamons
Valley my whole life
Equipment Room.
and I am really excitFollowing the tour,
ed about everything
Utah State’s football
that is going on up at
team will hold its
USU right now. I am
Blue-White Spring
truly an Aggie.”
Game, which is schedSeamons served as
uled to begin at 2
Utah State’s head
p.m., on Merlin Olsen
equipment manager
Field inside Romney SEAMONS
from 1966 to 1992
Stadium.
and managed ath“It is quite an honor to
letic equipment for every
have the equipment room
Aggie team while working
named after me,” Seamons
out of a 915-square-foot
said. “I spent 26 years at
room. In 1991, he was named

Blue&White
Sports Debate

Join the discussion at
www.aggietownsquare.com
This Friday’s matchup

vs.
Matt Sonnenberg

Kayla Clark

And the topics are...
1. Tiger swinging back into action
2. McNabb to Redskins
3. Duke stealing Butler’s glass slipper
4. March Madness going crazy with 96 teams
5. Play of the week

the Athletic Equipment
Managers Association
District 8 Equipment
Manager of the Year.

the inning was out. Tyteca,
however, stood undaunted
and continued to battle to
the best of her abilities until
the day was done. With the
slimmest hope of redemption in the bottom of the
seventh, Hawaii came out
and left little to doubt. USU
managed to score two off of
Kaneshiro’s second homer
and reduce the gap to 10
runs, but could do no more.
Next up for the Ags is a
set of road games at secondplace Fresno State. USU will
take the first pitch Friday at
7 p.m. MST and will continue in a doubleheader to be
played Saturday beginning
at 2 p.m. MST. These games
are the first three of eight
straight on the road for USU.
– la.hem@aggiemail.usu.edu

Great
Summer
Jobs
in California for
the largest
family-owned
pest control
company in the US.
100% commissions
up-front. Gas & cell
phones paid.

Check out
www.clarksummerjobs.com

or call now
877-899-1205

Come live with us!
d

odele

em
wly R

Ne

School Year:

$2350-2850
($200 Deposit)

Private Bedrooms
Utilities Included
Cable TV
Internet
On-Site Laundry
454 N 400 E Logan

435-752-1516

Yes, it sold that FAST on
www.a-bay-usu.DPN
(that’s what thousands of eyes can
do for you! Register today!)
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Futbol vs. baseball ... a one-sided argument
With soccer and baseball
seasons just beginning, it
becomes natural to compare the
two. I grew up on baseball, so I
will admit that I am somewhat
biased, but as more time goes
on, I am convinced that baseball
is not only more tolerable to
watch, but inherently a better
sport. Soccer and its obnoxious
fans grow more numerous every
day, but baseball will never lose
its clout, and will remain the
greatest American pastime. I
have compiled a few, among a
plethora, of reasons why baseball is better than soccer.
1. Consistency over singlegame performances. There are
162 games in a baseball season,
compared to 16 in NFL football,
and 82 in basketball, and 46 in
regular soccer seasons. Everyone
likes the underdog story. I do as
well, but, ultimately, the team
that works the hardest should
get to the playoffs. Baseball
offers best of five and best of
seven, instead of single elimination. You have to have stamina
and skill to make it to the top.
In phase two of the soccer playoffs, also called the “knockout”
phase, teams are eliminated
after one game, exemplifying
that a few single-game performances can win you the whole
package.
2. Officiating in baseball is
certainly less obtrusive than any
other sport, especially soccer.
The umpires are least likely to
interfere with the progression of
a game, as comparable to soccer,
where the refs often determine
the outcome of a game. Umpires
make hundreds of calls, and
they even call themselves out.

There are no fouls or offside
rules on a game-winning home
run.
3. The game itself is the only
true team sport. Every player,
pitcher, shortstop, catcher, has
to pull their weight and do their
part to win. In soccer, one star
player can make the difference,
but in baseball, everyone takes a
turn. You can stay pretty much
unnoticed in play by passing or
avoiding the ball in soccer. In
baseball, if you go 0-for-4, it is
impossible to keep it a secret.
4. Anyone can play baseball,
physically and mentally. There
is no specific personality for
baseball, or a physical stance
. A huge, fat guy can pitch or
play first. In soccer, where do
the slow runners go? From the
player’s point of view, baseball
is easier on your body. You can
play, and play well, for years
with minimal to no damage to
your body.
5.
Once you gain the lead,
you can’t “ice” over the rest of
the game. There is no way to
just dribble the ball around the
field for the last half. The winning team has to continue to
pitch and play defense, risking
the lead.
6. The game is never determined until the last inning is
over. If you are down by three
goals with three minutes to
go in soccer, the game is basically over. Sure it happens, but
not very often. Comebacks are
possible and recur in baseball.
Teams can still win a baseball
game, even after trailing in the
last inning.

7. 0-0 ties. I don’t think there
is anything else to say.
8. Baseball is a series of small
battles, rather than one large
game. There is a tremendous
amount of strategy that goes
into each play. Runner vs. base
stealer, pitcher vs. hitter and hitter vs. defense. Every battle has a
winner, and that winner brings
the team closer to stealing a
base, to getting a run, to winning the game. Soccer is consisted of unclear actions. Wait,
they just scored? How did I miss
that? I didn’t even look away?
Team A can set up play after
play of well-positioned attack,
only to have the ball float aimlessly past the goal every time.
To Team A’s demise, Team B can
get one lucky kick that bounces

off the defender’s butt, another
defender’s elbow, hits the post,
bounces off the goalie’s head
and goes in. They win, 1-0.
9. Baseball fans are the truest fans. You can find fans of
teams that have not won in
decades. Look at the Red Sox.
They found new ways of disappointing their fans for years, but
the fans stuck with them, and
now the odds are they make it
to the World Series every year.
Soccer fans may be the rowdiest,
but baseball fans are the truest.
Soccer fans have a long-standing history of violence and riots
after games – yet another reason
why you want to be at a baseball
field instead of a soccer field. I
suppose, however, that if I was
watching a sport where the only
way to surely score is to run

into the penalty area in hopes
of drawing a foul and free kick
– a sport where I pay $100 for a
ticket – and my team loses on a
fluke shot, I might riot too.
Kayla Clark is a freshman
from Fort Collins Colorado
majoring in broadcast journalism. Kayla is the only
female on the sports staff
and therefore has complete control.
She can be
reached at
kayla.
clark@
aggiemail.
usu.
edu.

Scrimmage: First scrimmage of the year
-continued from page 8
need to guard against injury.
“It is extremely frustrating, especially
playing defensive end,” Royster said of being
unable to tackle the quarterback during
intrasquad play. “That’s kind of what you do,
you hit the quarterback. But it’s all good, and
I don’t mind standing up Diondre. He’s our
guy.”
Royster isn’t the only Aggie to feel limited
by the limitations and precautions taken during spring practice. Even Borel, who rushed
for 465 and six touchdowns a year ago, said
that it’s sometimes frustrating to be whistled
“down” during practice when he knows he
could have escaped the tackle in an actual
game situation.
“It’s a little (frustrating). Sometimes they
blow the whistle early when I’m running
around,” said the senior quarterback.
Aside from the play of the defensive line,

Saturday’s scrimmage promises to give Aggie
fans their first real glimpse into some of the
more intriguing questions that USU is facing
this spring. All eyes will likely be on running
backs Michael Smith and Derrvin Speight as
they fill in for Robert Turbin, while the play
of redshirt freshman center Tyler Larsen will
also be under the microscope. Meanwhile,
a strong performance by Jeff Fisher could
further entrench the senior as USU’s backup
heading into the season, a position of concern
for USU after last year’s backup Kane Wilson
was dismissed from the team.
Saturday’s scrimmage will be open to the
public and begins at noon. The Aggies will
continue practice next week before holding
another intrasquad scrimmage at noon on
April 17.
– adam.nettina@aggiemail.usu.edu

NCAA: UtAgs compete in NCAAs on Saturday
-continued from page 8
with a score of 38.950 at the
WAC Championships, and
holds the top five marks
on the team in all-around
competition for the season.
Perhaps most impressive, in
12 of the 13 meets the Aggies
have competed in this year,
Heinrich has competed in
all-around competition, an

attainment that few other
gymnasts can boast.
“Heather has worked so
hard to get where she is,”
Richards said. “She really
worked on details this year.
She really committed herself.
A lot of times as a senior, you
just want to be done and get
out of here, but not Heather.”

$500
$2370-$3390
$2070-$2490

He claims Heather and his
personalities clashed at the
beginning of the season, but
they soon resolved their differences – a stumbling block
that, if not overcome, can
hinder progress altogether.
Heather couldn’t make
regionals last year because of
an illness, and so, as Richards
put it, the competition means
“that much more” to her this
year, “because she had to
miss out on it, she was hungry for it this year.”
“It means a lot more to me
to get to go to regionals this
year,” Heather confirmed,
“and the fact that it’s in Utah,
and the fact that I get to go
as an all around-er makes it
mean that much more to me.”
Competing in all four
events – uneven bars, beam,
floor and vault – is mentally
and physically taxing on athletes, but Heather never complains. Her unyielding perfection carries over into her
school work as well, and she
boasts numerous academic
accolades.
“They call us student athletes, and the ‘student’ comes
before the ‘athlete,’” Heinrich
joked with her teammates.
Described as an “allaround Aggie,” Heinrich’s
leadership for the team has
been paramount this season.
Heinrich’s dedication is
evident as she speaks about
what a commitment gym is.
“You really learn time
management being on a team
like this. Your life is school,
practice, homework and bed.
Day after day,” she said. “We
don’t really get breaks for
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
We get a couple of days, but
then you’re back in the gym
right after. It’s our life. The
girls are our sisters. The
coach is our dad. You’re not
just in a club, you are representing the university.”
Perseverance and teamwork are the other qualities
she sees in herself, as well as
her teammates, after doing
gymnastics.
“I have really struggled
mentally this year, especially
with the bars,” Heinrich said.

“I completely forgot how to
do the bars and couldn’t get
back into the routine of them.
The coach would just force
me to do it over and over. I
was here (at the practice facility in the HPER) for hours
every day. I had rips on my
hands, but I’m so grateful
coach made me do it. I’m better for it.”
Heather is graduating
this spring in information
management systems and is
planning to live in San Diego.
Leaving everybody at USU,
she says, will be the hardest
part about graduating.
“I am so close to the girls
on the team, especially the
juniors,” she said. “We had a
smaller team this year, so we
are all really close to the staff
and the girls.”
Heinrich said she plans to
visit as much as possible to
see her Ags perform.
Lyndsie Boone
Standing at only 5-foot-1,
Boone is still quite the presence. She said she’s grateful
about her height.
“I don’t know what I would
do if I was tall – my feet
would hit the bars and I know
I would be super clumsy,” she
said, then laughed.
Boone, an entrepreneurship major, said she will, “for
sure,” make it to regionals,
having set that bar for herself
after making it in her freshman season.
When asked about her
relationships with the girls
on the team, her answer came
immediately, “We practice a
few hours a day, five days a
week and a lot of us live with
one another. You could say
we’re pretty close.”
Boone lives with sophomore teammates Rebecca
Holliday and Brandy Dixon.
“We are together all the
time,” she said.
Boone, who grew up in
Winthrop Harbor, Ill., said
she misses her family, but
they come to town from
Illinois to watch her compete
as often as possible.
When asked why her

parents put her in gymnastics, she said, “I was always
doing flips on the couch and
bending in all different sorts
of directions. I had a lot of
energy, so my parents put me
in when I was 3 to calm me
down.”
Boone said her favorite
event is the floor. And the
most difficult?
“The beam is my hardest
event, definitely. It has been
since I started doing gymnastics,” Boone said. “Coming to
USU, I never expected to compete for the beam, but I did.”
Boone said last year’s
coaching change was strenuous.
“I came (to USU) because
of the coaches, and then they
all left the year after I got
here, without warning,” she
said.
Despite the upset, Boone
continued to work hard and
adjusted to Richards quickly.
“I had no choice but to
stick with it. I stay really
focused because of gym. It
helps me keep track of everything and keeps me in line,”
she said.
This season has proved to
be the most stressful in her
career, she said, as she spent
nearly a whole month unable
to compete. Boone injured
her knee while competing in
the vault at BYU on Feb. 19.
It was the first time she has
ever had to go without competing.
“I had to skip three or four
meets, which was really hard
for me,” she said.
Boone made a strong
comeback and is a “top
contender for nationals”,
Richards said.
Boone said she doesn’t
plan on continuing with gymnastics after graduation.
“It has been fun for now,
but I don’t plan on doing
anything with it after.” Boone
said. “I am so grateful for
gymnastics, though. I love it
so much. It has taught me so
many things that will be useful to me for the rest of my
life.”
– kayla.clark@aggiemail.usu.
edu

TouchBase
Student-athlete
of the week

BY USU ATHLETICS

Utah State freshman designated player Kali Cancelosi (pronounced Kay-lee) has been named
the America First Credit Union
Student-Athlete of the Week. This
is the first honor of the season for
Cancelosi and the first honor for a
USU softball student-athlete this
season.
Cancelosi, a La Crescenta,
Calif., native, helped Utah State
to a 2-2 record last week as it lost
a doubleheader at Utah Valley by
scores of 3-1 and 13-4, and then
swept a doubleheader against
Nevada at home by scores of 12-4
and 11-7. In the first of two games
against the Wolf Pack, Cancelosi
was 2-for-3 at the plate and then
went 3-for-4 in game two with a
pair of home runs. She also added
two hits in the first game against
UVU. For the week, Cancelosi hit
.636 (7-for-11) with three RBI and
two runs scored.
USU earned its first overall,
WAC and home doubleheader
sweep since April 5, 2008 with a
pair of wins over San Jose State.
Utah State continues its
homestand with a three-game
series against first-place Hawai`i
Tuesday-Wednesday, April 6-7,
at LaRee and LeGrand Johnson
Softball Field. After the series
with the Rainbow Wahine, the
Aggies head to Fresno to face the
Bulldogs Friday-Saturday, April
9-10.
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Tennis on road
this weekend
BY USU ATHLETICS

Utah State women’s tennis
travels to Las Cruces, N.M.,
for three Western Athletic
Conference matches Friday, April
9, and Saturday, April 10. The
Aggies compete in a doubleheader Friday, beginning the day at 1
p.m. (MT) with Fresno State and
concluding play at 5 p.m. (MT)
against New Mexico State. USU
concludes this week’s action with
Nevada at 5 p.m. (MT), Saturday.
The Aggies are 8-7 on the season
and look to improve on their 1-1
WAC record.
Senior Hailey Swenson shines
this season with team-high singles
and doubles records. Swenson
improved to a 10-5 singles mark
after her win over Northern
Arizona’s Edit Suhajda, 6-0, 2-6,
6-3, at the one spot in USU’s most
recent match. Swenson went 2-0
on the day with a doubles victory at the one position over the
Lumberjacks’ Orsi Golovics and
Malia Wahinepio, 8-5, with partner, freshman Jaclyn West. West
and Swenson hold a 11-4 doubles
record thus far.
USU travels back to Utah to
take on Weber State at Ogden
on Tuesday, April 13, at 11 a.m.,
in a non-conference match. The
Aggies then resume league play
when they travel to Boise, Idaho,
for a pair of WAC matches on
Friday, April 16.
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As the U.S. unemployment rate teeters at just under
10 percent, let’s face it: It’s a scary time to graduate.
With thousands of Americans facing unemployment
despite their long histories in the work force, you’re
lucky if you’re graduating with a job lined up.
Getting hired certainly isn’t as easy as it used to be,
but there are ways to rise to the occasion. And let’s
look on the bright side: According to a March 9
Bureau of Labor Statistics release, there were 2.7
million job openings on the last business day in
January, boosting that rate to 2.1 percent.
By narrowing in on the fields and companies that
are hiring, specializing your networking skills and
gaining some life experience, landing the job of your
dreams is not so far out of reach.
BY MOLLY KLINEFELTER, MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE

Even with all this knowledge, it can be hard to land a job, especially in
this economy. These tips from Yahoo! Hot Jobs (http://hotjobs.yahoo.com)
will assist you in making connections all over the business world.
 Personalize your resume. For every job you apply to, alter your resume
a bit to emphasize the qualities that prospective employer is looking for. That
way, your resume will pop off the page instead of getting lost in an inbox.
 Network, network, network. Use your public interactions as a way
to make connections. Employers agree they’d rather hire someone they
know than a complete stranger.
 Use the Web. The Internet is a huge resource for employers, and by
registering with career Web sites and doing your research on specific
companies, you’ll be more educated than your competition.
 Follow up. Whether you’ve just interviewed with a prospective
employer or met a possible connection at the grocery store, e-mail or call
them within a few days to thank them or further discuss your career. This
way, your name won’t fade out of their mind.
 Be patient. Finding a job isn’t easy, so don’t expect to be employed
within a month. Don’t give up if you haven’t heard back from prospective
employers; just be more persistent.

Does the word “networking” scare the living daylights out of you? It’s not
as hard as it seems. “Making It in the City,” a book and Web site
(www.makingitinthecity.com) founded by writer Adina Kalish Neufeld to
help others adapt to living in a big city with no money, resources or connections, gives the basic networking tips.
 The Golden Rule: Multiply your connections. When you meet
someone helpful, ask him or her for five other names and their contact
information.
 Keep your hands and mouth free. It’s hard to meet people when
you’re holding a plate and your mouth is full of food.
 Do your research. Know who the top people are and what’s going on
in the field. That way, if you unexpectedly run into a connection at Starbucks,
you’ll have something to talk about.
 Know the guest list. Before an event, find out who’s going to be there
so you can practice your conversation and read up on a particular person.
 Introduce yourself. People will be impressed if you know who
they are and take the initiative to approach them. Be honest and confident,
but avoid sounding over-enthusiastic.
 Ask about them. People love talking about themselves, and if you
ask them advice on how to break into the business, they’ll probably tell
you how they did it.
 Dress for the occasion. Don’t show up in a suit and tie if you’re going
to a backyard barbecue. Wear something comfortable. You don’t want to be in
scratchy fabric or too-tight pants; it’ll end up making you feel insecure.
 Assert yourself without being annoying. Don’t
take up too much of someone’s time, but ask if you can
contact them in the future, or if they can give you someone’s information that may be of interest to you.
 Practice your handshake! Many people judge
people at first solely on how they shake hands.
 Say their name. Not only will this help you
remember their name, but they’ll be impressed you
remembered, as well.
 Bring your resume and business card. You never
know when you’ll need it.
 Don’t get discouraged. If you’re not the best
conversationalist, it’s OK. Not everyone can talk to a
wall. Keep it one-on-one so you’ll feel more comfortable.

Although it’s a scary thought, you
may not get a job right after you graduate. But instead of sitting on your
couch eating Cheetos waiting for a job
to fall into your lap, try doing something productive that also will boost
your resume.
 Get an internship. Many companies won’t even hire you unless
you’ve interned with their company,

so why not look at an internship as an
opportunity to impress your bosses
and potentially score a full-time gig at
the end of the trial run?
 Travel the world. You’re
young and most likely single, so
what better time to travel the world?
After you land a full-time job and
start a family, there may not be
another opportunity to scale the Alps,

Are you unsure about what field you want to break into but know you
want to work as soon as possible? You’re in luck, because according to
Forbes (www.forbes.com), these three professions are hiring now:
 Paralegal at bankruptcy or foreclosure firm. These firms are
especially busy in this economy, which means they need a bigger staff.
Generally, the legal field is no longer firing, and as of April 1, 26 percent
of the field said they would be hiring. The positions available range from
administrative and support staff to high-paid lawyers.
 Sales and business development. As of the second quarter, 10
percent of the field plans to hire additional staff.
 Information technology. The industry comes in third, with 5 percent hiring by April.
Who's not hiring:
 Finance and accounting. Forbes says negative 1 percent of these
fields have the intention of hiring right now.
If you’d rather take a different approach to getting hired, consider
researching individual companies. Some are known to treat employees
better than others, and many have higher hiring rates than others. CNN
Money (http://money.cnn.com) has the top five companies to work for,
and the companies hiring now.
TOP COMPANIES TO WORK FOR:
 SAS: The world’s largest privately owned software company, this

employer offers its staff great benefits. Included are high-quality child
care at $410 a month, 90 percent coverage of the health care premium,
unlimited sick days, a free medical center staffed by four physicians and
10 nurse practitioners, a free 66,000 square foot fitness center and natatorium, a lending library and a summer camp for children. On top of that,
the company’s turnover is the nation’s lowest at 2 percent.
 Edward Jones: Also on the list of companies hiring now, this
investment adviser company hasn’t laid off a single employee or closed
any of its 12,615 offices. Impressive, huh?
 Wegmans Food Markets: This grocery company was rated one of
the best in the nation, and has astonishingly never had a layoff in its 94year history.
 Google: They’re hiring again! Reports say Google will add thousands of employees in 2010. The company also added a stock-option
exchange program last year to help employees with underwater options.
And music to your ears, 20 percent of each employees’ time is devoted to
a project of his or her choosing.
 Nugget Market: This lesser-known supermarket chain has frequent
employee-appreciation events. Another perk? Upon being hired, employees receive cards for 10 percent off of $500 of groceries every month.
COMPANIES HIRING NOW:
 Edward Jones: The company has more than 600 openings for finan-

cial advisors and branch office administrators. They’re looking for self-starters
who put the client’s interests first and like working with and helping people.
Their advice to prospective employees? Make sure you understand the job,
have past stable work experience and an appropriate commitment level.
 Wegmans Food Markets: Also one of the best companies to work
for, the grocery chain has 1,500 openings for jobs such as customer-service team members, chefs, team leaders and department managers.
They’re looking for food enthusiasts and people who are passionate about
good service. Their perfect employee is someone committed to continuous
learning, with diverse experiences who exemplifies the values of caring
for and respecting others.
 Google: In addition to being one of the top companies to work for,
Google has 1,000 openings in software engineering, user-experience
researching, product marketing, finance and human resources. They want
people who thrive in ambiguous situations and are energized by complex
challenges. An employee must be passionate about technology and committed to the community.
 Qualcomm: This software designer has more than 600 openings for
engineering and business positions including software engineers, digital
design engineers, patent counselors, architects and product marketing directors. They’re looking for people with a passion for technology and a desire
to innovate. Their advice? Do research on the company and be self-aware.
 Cisco: With close to 600 openings, this company is offering careers
in engineering and design organization, services, product managing, sales,
finance, marketing, IT, manufacturing, supply chain and human resources.
They want strong collaborators who have a focus on execution and know
the needs of organization. They advise prospective employers to ask good
questions at the interview.

 
 
   
       
 
                                                         
             
     

surf in Australia or visit the Queen
of England.
 Do nonprofit work. Have
you always wanted to build houses
in a developing country or teach children English? Take your time off as a
blessing, because you can do that
now. Not only will the experience be
personally rewarding, but it also may
impress potential employers.

GRAD JOB HUNT
MCCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
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Slum disappears in Rio mudslide; 200 feared dead
NITEROI, Brazil (AP) – They are all gone. The Evangelical
church where worshippers were praying. A daycare center where
kids were playing. The pizza parlor where a family was eating.
All were buried under a mountain of mud, garbage and stone
when yet another landslide hit metropolitan Rio de Janeiro late
Wednesday. This one swept through the Morro Bumba slum,
engulfing as many as 200 people and 60 homes. Nothing was left
behind but a massive crater of blackened, sodden earth and the
remnants of flimsy brick shacks.
“I had just picked up my 10-year-old son from the day care.
We walked down the hill to the street, and within 10 minutes,
my community collapsed,” said Patricia Faria, 28, crying as she
watched heavy machinery dump the remains of her life into a
waiting truck. “All I have left is what you see on me – and my
son. Thank God, I have my son.”
Rio state health secretary Sergio Cortes said it was hard to say
how many people were buried in the latest slide. “A worse-case
scenario is 200,” he told The Associated Press. “We know that
about 60 houses were buried.”
Already 161 people have been confirmed dead in the heavy
rains that began Monday in Rio, most of them swept away in
landslides that roared through city slums built on steep, unstable hillsides.
The death toll surpasses that of flooding and mudslides in the
southern state of Santa Catarina in 2008, which killed nearly 130
people and displaced about 80,000.
“In our experience, it’s an instant death,” Pedro Machado,
undersecretary of Rio state’s Civil Defense department, said of
the victims buried by landslides.
Faria said she was certain people were buried inside the
Morro Bumba slum’s Assembly of God church, which collapsed
during nightly services.
Clesio Araujo, 39, said he narrowly escaped the slide, leaving
a pizza parlor just a few minutes before the earth gave way. He
said a family was still inside.
The destruction was compounded because the slum is largely
built atop an old garbage dump, making it especially unstable
and vulnerable to the heavy rains, said Agostinho Guerreiro,
president of Rio’s main association of engineers and architects.
“It is very fragile soil. It couldn’t hold. The houses came
down, destroying the ones below them,” Guerreiro told Globo
TV. “It was a tragedy foretold.”
The federal government announced an emergency fund of
$114 million to help Rio state, where the slum is located, to deal
with the mudslides and flooding.
But the money will be of little help to people who have no
choice but to live in such precarious sections of the city, said
Rosana Fernandes, 43, whose sister, brother-in-law and two
young nieces were buried under the mud.
Holding a faded photo of the smiling family, she didn’t bother
holding back the tears as she explained what it is that leads

families to live atop a landfill formed by decades of accumulated
garbage.
“Yes, it was a dump. But people are desperate to have a home
anywhere,” she said. “What else were they going to do? Where
else were they supposed to go? This is our reality. They knew
the risks, but when you have no money, you have no choice,” she
said.
Rio officials said they are going to step up forced evictions
of slum residents living in at-risk areas. Mayor Eduardo Paes
announced that 1,500 families are going to be removed from
their homes in at least two Rio slums, and that more evictions
are likely.
Officials from Rio state’s Civil Defense department said that
at least 14,000 people were forced from their homes by the mudslides and that potential slides threatened at least 10,000 other
houses in the city.
On Thursday, scores of rescue workers poked at the massive
mountain of earth that slid down the hills of the Morro Bumba

slum toward a paved road in Niteroi, Rio’s sister city of 500,000
people across the Guanabara Bay.
Mounds of soil and garbage rose 40 feet (12 meters) high.
A dozen dump trucks were lined up to carry off the debris.
Hundreds of onlookers watched as firefighters carried at least
four coffins out of the crater created by the slide.
Homeless residents sought shelter in two Evangelical churches
just down the road from the slum, where water, food and clothing were handed out. Small children played and slept on dozens
of mattresses laid out on church floors.
Niteroi recovery operations were moving slowly: The wet,
steep terrain posed a continued threat to anyone trapped in the
wreckage and to emergency crews as well, said lead firefighter
Alves Souza.
“The work is very intense, given the fact that the volume of
material we have here is very large,” Souza said.
While it rained only lightly Thursday, the forecast was for
heavier rains later in the day and throughout the weekend.

FIREFIGHTERS PULL THE BODY of a landslide victim out of the mud in the Morro do Bumba neighborhood of Niteroi near Rio de
Janeiro, Thursday, April 8, 2010. At least 200 people were buried and feared dead under the latest landslide to hit a slum in Rio de Janeiro’s
metropolitan area, authorities said Thursday. AP photo

Racial outbursts sign of unhealed wounds in S. Africa
JOHANNESBURG (AP) – A white politician
stormed out of a live TV debate about race relations and a black leader of the ruling African
National Congress threw racial epithets at a
journalist he kicked out of a news conference.
The events are just part of the fallout in
South Africa after the slaying of a notorious
white supremacist. Eugene Terreblanche, leader
of the once-feared AWB paramilitary group,
was bludgeoned to death on his farm April 3.
The acrimonious aftermath reveals strained
race relations 16 years after apartheid collapsed
and Nelson Mandela became president, urging
all races to come together.
“I am not finished with you,” AWB Secretary
General Andre Visagie shouted as he stormed
off the local TV talk show, pointing a finger at
a black female analyst. Video of the Wednesday
night blowup, which erupted after the analyst

continually interrupted Visagie and made hand
gestures in front of his face, was posted on
YouTube and quickly got hundreds of hits.
At least four musical remixes went onto the
Internet, including one by a popular South
African rapper.
On Thursday there was more acrimony.
Julius Malema, leader of the ANC Youth
League, held a news conference in which he
sang about beating up white farmers, defying
a new directive from his own party to stop
singing racially polarizing songs. Some whites
have blamed Terreblanche’s murder on a song
Malema had previously belted out, urging that
white farmers be shot.
Malema and Visagie perhaps represent two
extremes in this once white-led country where
blacks for decades were brutalized and belittled
by a racist white minority government. But the
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aftermath of the Terreblanche killing, which
was allegedly motivated by a wage dispute,
shows that rage and wounds remain raw among
many. Some residents of a black township near
Terreblanche’s farm even hailed Terreblanche’s
alleged killers as heroes.
Terreblanche’s extremist Afrikaner
Weerstandsbeweging movement, better known
as the AWB, wanted to create all-white republic
within South Africa.
“It does really highlight the fact that race
relations in our country are an unresolved
issue,” said Chris Maroleng, the journalist
who was host of Wednesday night’s TV show.
“Eugene Terreblanche’s death has opened up a
lot of unhealed wounds and unresolved issues
in terms of race.”
Maroleng, however, stressed that most South
Africans of all races are keen to get along and

work together to rebuild the divided nation of
nearly 50 million people.
Visagie had become angry when analyst
Lebohang Pheko kept interrupting him, asking “Is it still you versus us?” and whether he
cared about starving South African children or
abused farm laborers. Visagie tore the microphone from his jacket and threw it. Maroleng
came between him and Pheko and warned:
“Touch me on my studio and you will be in
trouble.”
Some who saw the episode sympathized
with Pheko. Tshepo Dithipe, a 22-year-old law
student, said, “I was actually scared for the
woman.” Others thought she provoked Visagie.
“She was not asking questions to find out
more,” said Innocentai Mdluli, a 22-year-old
anthropology student. “She wanted this man to
look raw and barbaric.”

US and Russia sign nuke treaty
PRAGUE (AP) – The nuclear weapons cuts President Barack
Obama and Russian President Dmitry Medvedev signed on
Thursday would shrink the Cold War superpowers’ arsenals to
the lowest point since the frightening arms race of the 1960s. But
they won’t touch the “loose nukes” and suitcase bombs seen as the
real menace in today’s age of terrorism.
“This ceremony is a testament to the truth that old adversaries
can forge new partnerships,” Obama declared. “It is just one step
on a longer journey.”
The warheads covered by the treaty are lethal relics of the Cold
War, and even with the planned reductions there will be enough
firepower on each side to devastate the world many times over.
And of more immediate concern are attempts by terrorist groups
such as al-Qaida and nations such as Iran and North Korea to
acquire or use nuclear weapons.
Obama and Medvedev showed solidarity for a spring showdown with Iran. And, beginning Monday, leaders of 47 countries
will gather in Washington in an effort to prevent the spread of
nuclear weapons, crack down on illicit nuclear trafficking and
lock down vulnerable nuclear materials around the world.
Introduced Thursday with trumpet fanfare, the two grinning
presidents sat at an ornate table in Prague’s hilltop presidential
castle and put their signatures to a landmark successor to the
1991 Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty. Nearly a year in the making, the “New START” signaled a bold opening in previously
soured U.S.-Russia relations. If ratified by both nations’ legislatures, it will shrink the limit of nuclear warheads to 1,550 each
over seven years, down about a third from the current ceiling of
2,200.
Ratification in the U.S. Senate will hardly be automatic,
requiring 67 votes in the 100-member chamber during a congressional election year when cooperation can be hard to come by.
Beyond that, urgent international nuclear tasks still face the
two leaders.
For example, they are trying to forge agreement among
themselves and four other nations – China, France, Britain, and
Germany – on how to tackle Iran’s continued defiance of United
Nations demands that it cease enriching uranium. The West
insists Tehran seeks to develop nuclear weapons; Tehran says it is
after peaceful nuclear power.
At Obama’s side, Medvedev made Russia’s support for considering a fourth round of U.N. sanctions on Iran clearer than ever.
“We cannot turn a blind eye to this,” he said of Tehran’s intransigence.

But that was not the main question heading into the leaders’
talks, which ran overtime to about two hours. At issue, as representatives from the six partners prepare for what Obama called
“ramped-up” discussions in New York, is how weak any new sanctions regime would need to be to get Moscow on board – not to
mention China, an even more stubborn holdout.
Medvedev said sanctions should be “smart” – designed to
change behavior, not to bring down the hardline Iranian government or impose hardship on Iran’s people. The Russian leader
said he had outlined for Obama “our limits for such sanctions,”
and Obama Russia expert Mike McFaul said those discussions got
very specific.
“In all negotiations, people talk about their red lines and
their bottom lines and we negotiate,” McFaul said. White House
officials would not reveal details of the private conversation, concerned that it could threaten progress. But Russia’s deputy foreign
minister, Sergei Ryabkov, said that a total embargo on refined
petroleum products into Iran, which depends heavily on such
imports, was out of the question for Moscow.
There is talk of hitting refined petroleum product deliveries
some other way, but sanctions on Iran’s energy sector may be jettisoned altogether as too tough for Russia or China.
Obama repeated his flat declaration that “strong tough sanctions” will be agreed to this spring. He said “we will not tolerate”
any actions by Iran that risk a new arms race in the Middle East
or threaten the security of the international community.

PRESIDENT BARACK OBAMA, with Russian president
Dmitry Medvedev, left, and Czech Republic president Vaclav Klaus,
toast with champagne at the Prague Castle in Prague, Thursday, April
8. AP photo
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Announements
Announcements
Preachers on the plaza. Missed them?
Want to know what they are about? Visit
www.oasisbooksoutreach.com or in
person at 76 East 400 North, Logan.
Apartments for Rent
Apartments
Darwin Housing Contract Fall ‘10 -Spring
‘11 Looking to sell my contract! Female
shared room apartment. Really close to
campus, right on Darwin (right behind
institute building). $1,200 a semester
plus utilities and shared internet expenses. Very spacious, split-level, 3
additional roommates. Large bedrooms
and bathrooms. Parking pass available.
Great deal and location!
Shared and private bedrooms available.
Pine View Apartments is now renting
shared and private bedrooms for the
2010-11 school year. Call 435-752-9325
or 435-753-6274 or visit our Web site at
www.pineviewllc.com for more information.
Cambridge Court Apartments is now renting shared and private rooms for the
2010/2011 school year. Indoor Pool and
Hot Tub, Social Center, FREE HEAT,
close to campus! Call 435.753.8288 or
435.760.5464 or visit our website www.
cambridgecourt.net
Afton Apartments. Private bedroom/bathroom. 564 E 400 N. No booting in the
parking lot. Internet included. Aggie
shuttle stops close by. $2500 Fall/Spring
with a $100 discount avail. Contact Jake
435-770-6387
Grover Apartments. Summer and school
year 2010-11 rooms now available. $450
for summer contracts, $2,200 for full
school year. Ask about the $100 discount! Private bedrooms, shared bath.
Internet and satellite included. 839 N.
700 E. Call Dave at 435-512-2049
Clean 6 bedroom house for rent. 839 N.

700 E. 6 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms. On the
same lot as Grover Apartments. $450
for the whole summer and only $2,200
for the school year, $100 discount still
available. Internet and satellite included.
Call Dave at 435-512-2049 today!
COBBLE CREEK APARTMENTS is now
accepting rental applications for the
2010-2011 school year. Please visit our
web site at www.cobblecreekapartments.com. You may also call 435-7536376 for more information.
Brooklane Apartments For Rent. Only $475
for summer contract. Private bedrooms,
Internet, self-cleaning ovens, dishwashers, etc. NS,ND,NP. Discount summer/
school year contract. See at 645 E. 900
N. in Logan or call 753-7227.
Business Opportunities
Business
Opp
The PERFECT college student job!!!!
This is a job for people that need some
extra money. I am an associate of prepaid legal inc., this corporation is in the
new york stock exchange and offers an
amazing opportunity!I am a sophomore
at USU studying chemistry and even
i can do it. prepaid legal is a business
where you pay a monthly fee, and you
can talk to a lawyer about anything without paying an hourly fee. Also, there is
an identity shield which protects your
identity and your credit.This is not a
selling job, you will be showing people
this amazing program and letting them
choose it for themselves!I would be your
personal adviser. For more information
and to even watch videos showing even
more information go to WWW.prepaidlegal.com/hub/dutterka. You will be glad
you looked, and you will be surprised at
how much you can make.
Cleaning Services Service
Cleaning
You’re busy, let us do the cleaning. Need
your deposit back? Don’t want to hassle
with having to clean during finals? Then
give Scott Zhang Cleaners a call. One
hour($30) from us will get most apartments 90 percent finished. Call 801458-3378 or email weizhangscott@
hotmail.com for details. You have better
things to do than clean.

It!s All About You • Murphy

Help Wanted
Help
Wanted
PHP Programmer Needed. I need to create
a mySQL database that involves .php.
This will be an ongoing project, with a lot
of front end work involved. Contact me
@ woodwardb@engagetechsystems.
com. Pay is involved.
Miscellaneous4 Sale
Misc.
Baby Carrier Canopies. Only $10 or $20,
many choices. Cute fleece, flannel. See
at 76 East 400 North.
$10 Car Care Card - Free Car Wash/ Over
$50 in Savings! Buy a discount card to
help Haiti recover. These are a few of
the deals on this card for you to use:
$19.97 Oil and Oil Filter Change - Nate
and Andy. One Free Wash and Vacuum
(one time use)Aatopia Auto Care.....and
more!!! All for only $10! Call me (Christian) for questions 435-232-6488

Sporting Goods
Sporting Goods

A 2000 JD KICK RAZOR SCOOTER!!
This is a rare razor scooter. Get around
campus quick with this baby. It has a
wheelie bar on the back and shocks on
the front. It is in great condition. Also
with this scooter it’s easy to put on new
upgrades. I am selling it for $50 o.b.o.
New these scooters go over $100 dollars. Don’t miss out!

Storage
Storage

Moving? Need Storage?Storage units
starting at $25 per month. Visit www.
CacheValleyStorage.com or call 435755-5052 for info.

Statewide
ads
Statewide ads:
Building Material
METAL ROOF/WALL panels, Pre-engineered Metal Buildings. Mill prices for
sheeting coil are at a 4 year low. You get
the savings. 17 Colors prime material,
cut to your exact length. CO Building
Systems 1-800-COBLDGS (ucan) 1of1
Business Opportunities
ALL CASH VENDING! Do you earn $800
in a day? Your own local candy route.
Includes 25 machines and candy. All for

    

&( %! # ("$ ("#-'&((,&'*..# 
A CASH COW!
Soda/Snack All cash vending business $20,565 - 801.593.0084 (ucan) 1of1
Help Wanted
DRIVERS-REGIONAL CDL-A, Exp/HAZ
endorsement, 11 western states, stable
family owned 35 years+ Andrus Trans
good pay! Good routes! Good people!
800-888-5838 or 866-806-5119 x1402
(ucan) 1of1
SLT - NEEDS CLASS a team drivers with
Hazmat. $2,000 bonus. Split $.68 for
all miles. Regional contractor positions
available. 1-800-835-9471. (ucan)1of1
Miscellaneous
FASTER INTERNET! No access to cable
or DSL? No problem! Get blazing highspeed internet. Hurray! Call now for a
limited time offer from WildBlue-1-877453-2894. (ucan) 4of4
HIGH SPEED INTERNET! Still waiting
for high-speed where you live? Call
WildBlue! Available virtually anywhere
through satellite! Get FREE standard
installation & 24/7 customer support. 1800-924-0016. (ucan) 2of4
Real Estate
TIRED OF PAYING Rent? A new manf.
home for as low as 5% down-also $8000
Fed. Tax Credit available until 4-30-10
801-814-5832 Wayne. (ucan)3of4

UNIVERSITY 6

1225 N 200 E (Behind Home Depot)
• HOW TO TRAIN A DRAGON* (PG)

12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:00, 9:10 (in 3-D)

• DATE NIGHT* (PG-13)

1:05, 3:05, 5:05, 7:05, 9:05

• ALICE IN WONDERLAND* (PG)
12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30

STADIUM 8

535 W 100 N, Providence

• BOUNTY HUNTER* (PG-13)
12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45

• HOW TO TRAIN A DRAGON* (PG) • CLASH OF THE TITANS* (PG-13)
12:40, 2:50, 5:00, 7:10, 9:20

• ALICE IN WONDERLAND* (PG)
12:45, 3:00, 5:15, 7:30, 9:45

• DIARY of a WIMPY KID*
1:05, 3:05, 5:05, 7:05, 9:05

• LAST SONG* (PG)

(PG)

12:30, 2:40, 4:50, 7:00, 9:10
• DATE NIGHT* (PG-13)
1:15, 3:15, 5:15, 7:15, 9:15
• BOUNTY HUNTER* (PG-13)
12:40, 2:55, 5:10, 7:25, 9:40

,1<-,*A#1+0 7::1;)6,7A+--?1;

$9,995. 1-888-745-3353 (ucan)3of4

12:35, 2:50, 5:05, 7:20, 9:35

• LAST SONG* (PG)

12:40, 2:50, 5:00, 7:10, 9:20

TUESDAY NIGHTS ARE STUDENT DISCOUNT NIGHTS
AT UNIVERSITY

6

ALL TICKETS ARE MATINEE

PRICE WITH STUDENT ID

MOVIES 5

2450 N Main Street
• HOT TUB TIME MACHINE (R)
• CLASH OF THE TITANS* (PG-13) 4:15, 6:55 Fri/Sat 9:25
• HOW TO TRAIN A DRAGON (PG)
12:30, 2:45, 5:00, 7:15, 9:30
• HOT TUB TIME MACHINE* (R) 4:20, 6:40 Fri/Sat 8:50
• GREEN ZONE (R)
12:50, 2:55, 5:00, 7:05, 9:10
4:05, 7:00 Fri/Sat 9:15
• YOUNG VICTORIA (PG)
MIDNIGHT SHOWS
4:00, 6:30, Fri/Sat 9:20
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
• DIARY OF A WIMPY KID (PG)
UNIVERSITY 6 ONLY $5.50
4:10, 6:50 Fri/Sat 9:30
*NO PASSES OR DISCOUNT TICKETS
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StatesmanBack Burner

Friday

April 9
-Interior design senior exhibit, Twain

Today is Friday, April
9, 2010. Today’s issue of
The Utah Statesman is
published especially for
Braden Green, senior in
psychology, from North
Logan, Utah.

Almanac
Today in History: In
1865, at Appomattox,
Virginia, Confederate
General Robert E. Lee
surrenders his 28,000
troops to Union
General Ulysses S.
Grant, effectively ending the American Civil
War. Shushing a band
that had begun to play
in celebration, General
Grant told his officers,
“The war is over. The
Rebels are our countrymen again.”

Weather
Saturday’s Weather
High: 62° Low: 38°
Partly cloudy

Friday, April 9, 2010

Tippetts Hall, all day.
-Track at UCLA Invitational, All Day
-Women’s tennis at New Mexico State, 1
p.m.
-Softball at Fresno State, 7 p.m.
-USU Opera Theatre, Cain Lyric Theatre,
7:30 p.m.

Saturday

April 10
-Track at UCLA Invitational, all day.
-Saturdays at the Museum, Old Main, 10
a.m.
-Softball at Fresno State, 2 p.m.
-Women’s tennis vs. Nevada, 5 p.m.
-Women’s gymnastics at NCAA Regional
Championships, 6 p.m.
-USU Opera Theatre, Cain Lyric Theatre,
7:30 p.m.
-Scapes, Kent Concert Hall, 7:30 p.m.
-Homeless awareness, Quad, 8 p.m.

Monday

April 12
-Summer registration begins.
-UPR one-day pledge drive, all day.
-Interior design senior exhibit, Twain
Tippetts Hall, 10 a.m.
-Game Night, Quad, 7 p.m.
-Logan Canyon Winds, Performance
Hall, 7:30 p.m.

Relay for Life

You need to know....

College Against Cancer Relay for
Life will be held on April 23-24
in the Nelson Fieldhouse. Join a
team online at relayforlife.orf/
utahstateuniversityut.

Climb for a Cure on April 10 at
the Rock Haus. Donations will be
given to the Cache Valley Cancer
Treatment and Research Clinic.
Hosted by Arnold Air Society.
There will be a $5 entrance fee.
Climbing shoes can be rented.
Religion in Life will be held
April 9 at 11:30 a.m. in the
Institute Cultural Hall. The speaker will be Elder Kent Richards who
is a member of the quorum of the
seventy.
IMA Stop Light Dance will be
held on April 9 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Institute. Signal your availability
by wearing green if you are single,
yellow if it is complicated, and red
if you are in a relationship and
dance the night away.
Lunch for a Buck on April 12
in between the TSC and Institute.
Two slices of pizza for $1. Come
hungry, leave happy.
USU lacrosse vs. U of U on
April 14 at 7 p.m. in Romney
Stadium (use north entrance). $3
per person.
Spring Meltdown 2k10 mega
dance party featuring DJ Jeffery B
and DJ Cool Hand Luke on April
10 at 10 p.m. at Hamilton’s. Cover
charge: $8, or $15 VIP. A portion
of all proceeds will be donated to
the Red Cross.
“I’ve got a Thing for Spring”
hosted by the Rock Haus on April
17 from 3-11 p.m. Free event
including demo’s, prizes and
entertainment. Also enjoy discount rock climbing passes.
Healthy Back Workshop will be
held April 9 from 2-5 p.m. Must
pre-register. Visit www.usu.edu/
wellness or email Dennise at muddiyogi@gmail.com for details.
Robert Hamlin and Deja Vu
will perform live music at Pier 40
Pizza in Providence on April 9 at 6
p.m. Spencer Jensen will perform
on April 10 at 6 p.m.
Peace Vigil every Friday from
5:30-6 p.m. at 50 N. Main Street.
Questions, e-mail info@loganpeace.org or call 755-5137.

35th Last Lecture
The 35th Annual Last Lecture
will be April 13 at 2:30 p.m. in
the TSC West Ballroom. The
Lecture will be given by Dr.
Charles Swenson, professor
of of electrical and computer
engineering and director of the
center for space engineering.

Entrepreneur

April 9 is Entrepreneur Day!
Come learn how to change the
world from successful entrepreneurs. E-Day will be held in the
Eccles Conference Center from 8
a.m. to 3 p.m.

Cardboard houses
Lend a Hand: Party on the Quad
on April 10 at 2 p.m. Bring an
article of used clothing to donate
to Somebody’s Attic and receive
cardboard boxes to compete in
the “homeless awareness” house
building contest.

Guest lecturer

The Honors Program is pleased
to present a lecture given by
Dr. Stephen Watt, professor of
English, theatre and drama from
Indiana University to be held on
April 12 at 3:30 p.m. in Main
207.

Hiring SI leaders

Hiring SI Leaders for fall 2010.
$9/hour. 10hrs/week including excellent training. Contact
Academic Resource Center,
TSC 305, 797-1128 or Student
Employment www.usu.edu/
studemp for more details.

Brain Waves • B. Streeter

Moderately Confused • Stahler

More FYI listings, Interactive
Calendar and Comics at
www.aggietownsquare.com

